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Abstract
This project concerns the classification and study of a group of Koszul algebras coming
from the toric ideals of a chordal bipartite infinite family of graphs (alternately, these rings
may be interpreted as coming from determinants of certain ladder-like structures). We
determine a linear system of parameters for each ring and explicitly determine the Hilbert
series for the resulting Artinian reduction. As corollaries, we obtain the multiplicity and
regularity of the original rings. This work extends results known for a subfamily coming
from a two-sided ladder and includes constructive proofs which may be useful in future
study of these rings and others. We also develop explicit elements in the Priddy complex
which correspond via known isomorphisms to Tate variables in the acyclic closure of the
residue field over the localization of our rings at their homogeneous maximal ideals.
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Toric ideals and toric rings are algebraic objects which are studied across various math-
ematical fields, including algebraic geometry, algebra, and graph theory. The goal of
this work is to study the properties of the toric rings of a particular family of graphs
which generalizes a family of two-sided ladder determinantal rings. We hope that this
non-traditional approach to exploring toric rings will lead to new techniques in studying
similar properties for related rings and graphs.
In Chapter 2, we provide the necessary background information to understand the
work in this dissertation, including information about rings in general and toric rings in
particular, as well as basic graph theory. We include definitions that will be relevant for
understanding some of the algebraic properties of these rings, which include dimension,
Hilbert series for each ring modulo a linear regular sequence, and regularity. We also
include background on Lie algebras and free resolutions, which will be necessary for
understanding the work we have done to construct explicit Tate variables for these rings.
Chapter 3 introduces a family F of chordal bipartite graphs coming from generalized
determinantal ideals of a particular family of ladder-like structures. This is a generaliza-
tion of a family F1 ⊂ F of two-sided ladder determinantal ideals (for large τ), introduced
in Example 3.1.3. While the rings coming from F1 come from a distributive lattice and
have well-known properties, we show that the rings associated to F do not come from a
lattice at all in general, and merit closer study.
Chapter 4 covers some algebraic properties of F , particularly dimension, multiplicity,
and regularity. We prove our generators are a Gröbner basis to work with initial ideals,
and we develop a system of parameters that allows us to work with Artinian rings in part
of our treatment.
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In Chapter 5, we explicitly construct the variables in a Tate resolution for a localiza-
tion of each of the rings in our families, using the associated homotopy Lie algebra for
a localization of each ring and its universal enveloping algebra, the Koszul dual algebra.
To do this, we first construct the Priddy complex for each ring and then use a Gröbner
basis argument to establish basis elements for the Lie algebra embedded in the dual of
the Priddy complex. It is our hope that this explicit construction will yield further homo-
logical results for these rings and others.
We conclude with a brief chapter of unanswered questions and suggested future work
on these and related rings.
1.2 Motivation
This project was sparked by a paper by Jennifer Biermann, Augustine O’Keefe, and Adam
Van Tuyl titled Bounds on the regularity of toric ideals of graphs. We had already been study-
ing toric ideals, and doing so from the perspective of graph theory was appealing. A
project was inspired from this point, not only to understand the regularity of toric rings
coming from basic graphs, but also to understand other algebraic properties of these
rings, through the study of iterated families of graphs.
In this work, to begin an understanding of toric rings coming from graphs, we begin
with the most basic graph with a non-trivial toric ideal, a square, and construct an iterated
family with toric ideals that get progressively larger but which are still tractable. We
aim to create the "simplest" family of graphs that have interesting toric ideals. There are
natural benefits to the construction we use, namely that each graph is a subgraph of the
next, and that all of the graphs are chordal bipartite. These properties are relevant to the
proofs concerning regularity.
A subfamily constructed turns out to be a well-known family that has been studied
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from various perspectives different from our approach. Our goal in Chapter 3 is to under-
stand the general family and then to extend our understanding in Chapter 4 to algebraic
properties of this family.
1.3 Results
We establish the dimension and multiplicity of the toric rings R(τ, e) developed in this
thesis, associated to a family F of graphs Geτ. We also establish the Hilbert series of
R(τ, e)/(Xτ), the quotient of R(τ, e) by a linear regular sequence. We show in Chapter 5
that a particular subset of R(τ, e)⊥, the quadratic dual algebra of R(τ, e), is a basis within
the Priddy complex which corresponds to the Tate variables in a minimal resolution of k
over a localization of R(τ, e).
First, we establish that the dimension of the toric rings associated to this family de-
pends only on τ (as is true of the remaining results in Chapter 4).
Theorem 1.3.1 (Theorem 4.2.1). The Krull dimension of R(τ, e) is




As a corollary, we obtain the projective dimension of the rings R(τ, e).
Corollary 1.3.2 (Corollary 4.2.2). The projective dimension of R(τ, e) over Q(τ) is
pd Q(τ)R(τ, e) = τ/2 + 1.
We then develop a linear system of parameters for the rings R(τ, e).
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Proposition 1.3.3 (Proposition 4.2.8). Let R(τ, e) = S(τ)/IGeτ , let
Xτ = x0, x2 − x3, x4 − x5, . . . , xτ − xτ+1, xτ+2 − xτ+3, xτ+4
so that Xτ, the image of Xτ in S(τ)/(in> IGeτ), is the system of parameters from Remark 4.2.3.
Then the image of Xτ in R(τ, e) is a system of parameters for R(τ, e).
Since the rings R(τ, e) are proved to be Cohen-Macaulay, the linear system of param-
eters above is actually a regular sequence (Corollary 4.2.9). We proceed to show the coef-
ficients of the Hilbert series for R(τ, e). We note that in the below, R̂(τ, e) does not denote
the completion, but rather is isomorphic to the quotient of R(τ, e) by the linear regular
sequence Xτ. We explain the choice of notation in Notation 4.2.4.
Theorem 1.3.4 (Theorem 4.3.4). If R(τ, e) = S(τ)/IGeτ and R̂(τ, e)
∼= R(τ, e)/(Xτ), we have
dimk(R̂(τ, e))n =







(τ + 2j− 4(n− 1)) 1 ≤ n ≤ τ/4 + 1
0 else.
As a corollary, we obtain the regularity of R(τ, e).
Corollary 1.3.5 (Corollary 4.3.7). For Geτ ∈ F ,
reg R(τ, e) = bτ/4c+ 1.
We go on to establish a Fibonacci relationship between the lengths of the Artinian
rings above, and obtain the multiplicity of R(τ, e) as a corollary.
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Proposition 1.3.6 (Proposition 4.3.8). The lengths of the rings R(τ, e) satisfy the recursive
formula (where we drop e for convenience)
`(R̂(τ)) = `( ̂R(τ − 2)) + `( ̂R(τ − 4))






















Corollary 1.3.7 (Corollary 4.3.10). For even τ ≥ 4, there is an equality of multiplicities























In Chapter 5, we find an explicit Tate resolution of k over R(τ, e)m (i.e., the minimal
model for R(τ, e)) in the following way: Since it is a minimal resolution, it must be isomor-
phic to the localization of the dual Priddy resolution (R(τ, e)⊗ R(τ, e)⊥• , ∂), so it suffices
to identify images of the Tate variables under this isomorphism. The following results do
so.
In the following, Q⊥τ,e is a particular generating set for the defining ideal of the Koszul
dual algebra R(τ, e)⊥.
Theorem 1.3.8 (Theorem 5.5.1). The elements of Q⊥τ,e are a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the ideal
they generate.
As a corollary, we obtain
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Corollary 1.3.9 (Corollary 5.5.2). The images of the Q⊥τ,e-reduced super-Lyndon-Shirshov Lie





the dual of which may be taken to be the set of Tate variables in a minimal Tate resolution of k over
R(τ, e)m.
1.4 Main Techniques
One technique that proves to be useful in this dissertation is the computation of special
bases, of Gröbner bases in Chapter 4 and a Gröbner-Shirshov basis in Chapter 5. We use
initial ideals throughout Chapter 4 to establish properties for our rings. Other techniques
include the use of a Fibonacci relationship naturally arising between the lengths of re-
lated Artinian rings, graph theoretic properties for an alternate proof of regularity, and
homological isomorphisms relating our constructions through the Priddy complex to a
minimal resolution of k over R(τ, e) in Chapter 5.
1.5 Contribution
The theoretical contributions of this thesis are:
• This work gives rare examples of an explicit computation of the Tate variables.
• The proofs are often constructive and may prove useful in proving properties about
similar families.
• The graphs introduced are basic enough that they may often show up as subgraphs
of larger graphs. It is possible that some properties may be traceable between these
graphs and graphs that contain them.
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2 Background
This section covers the necessary details for understanding the mathematics in Chap-
ters 3, 4, and 5. We begin with basic algebra and graph theory and conclude with Lie
algebras and more advanced homological algebra. We include forays into various sub-
disciplines of algebra as prove useful to the work herein.
In the following, we assume basic knowledge about the following:
• set theory (including the concept of an ordered set)
• group theory
• matrices and determinants
• vector spaces (including duals)
• rings and modules
2.1 Basic Algebra, Graph Theory, and Lattice Theory
The following definitions outline basic notions in algebra and graph theory that are nec-
essary for understanding the content of this dissertation. We begin with some algebraic
definitions. For further treatment, see [Mat87] and [AM69]; for graded items in particular
see [Pee11].
2.1.1 Algebra
This work will involve both commutative and noncommutative rings with unity. All
rings in Chapters 3 and 4 will be commutative rings with unity; we will encounter non-
commutative rings in Chapter 5 when we get into the Priddy complex, and an associated
Lie algebra. The field k will be a field of characteristic zero throughout.
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Definition 2.1.1. A (commutative) polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] in variables x1, . . . , xn over
a field k is the set of polynomials in variables x1, . . . , xn over a field k with the usual
addition and multiplication. A polynomial where all of the terms are linear is called a
linear form, and a monic polynomial with a single term is called a monomial.
This work will deal with both commutative and noncommutative polynomial rings
with degree one variables; we introduce the noncommutative version in Definition 2.5.5.
Definition 2.1.2. A graded ring R is a ring R = ⊕∞i=0Ri, such that if rs ∈ Rs and rt ∈ Rt,
then rsrt ∈ Rs+t. If r ∈ Rs, then r is a homogeneous element of R; we say that the degree of
r is |r| = s. A homogeneous or graded ideal I of R is an ideal generated by homogeneous
elements or equivalently, an ideal I = ⊕∞i=0 In that is a direct sum of its graded pieces. A
connected graded ring R is a commutative graded ring R such that R0 is a field. A graded
R-module N is N = ⊕∞i=0Ni, where RiNj ∈ Ni+j.
Definition 2.1.3. A graded k-algebra A is a k-algebra A = ⊕∞i=0Ai such that k ⊆ A0 and
such that A is both an algebra and a graded ring. We say that A is standard graded if
k = A0 and A is generated by A1 as a k-algebra.
We note that the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] is a standard graded algebra over k, as
is k[x1, . . . , xn]/I for a graded ideal I.
We now introduce the general notions of dimension, system of parameters, regular
sequence, and depth, which allows us to define a Cohen-Macaulay ring. The rings defined
in Chapter 3 are shown to be Cohen-Macaulay in Corollary 3.2.2.
Definition 2.1.4. The (Krull) dimension of a ring R is equal to the length n of the longest
chain of the form P0 ( P1 ( · · · ( Pn, where the Pi are prime ideals in R.
Definition 2.1.5. A system of parameters for a local (or graded) ring R is a minimal set of
(homogeneous) elements r1, . . . , rn such that the quotient ring R/(r1, . . . , rn) has dimen-
sion zero. It is a well-known result that n = dim R. When R is graded, a system of
parameters is called linear if it consists of linear homogeneous elements.
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Definition 2.1.6. A regular sequence for a ring R is a sequence of elements m1, m2, . . . , mn
such that
• R/(m1, . . . , mn) 6= 0
• mi is a nonzerodivisor on R/(m1, . . . , mi−1) 6= 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where by convention,
when i = 1, the quotient is R.
Definition 2.1.7. The depth of a graded ring R is the length of the longest regular sequence
of homogeneous elements in R
Definition 2.1.8. A ring R is Cohen-Macaulay if depth R = dim R
In a Cohen-Macaulay ring, a system of parameters is a regular sequence.
We now review Hilbert functions, which we use to prove results about multiplicity
and regularity in Chapter 4. For a full treatment, see [AM69], [Pee11], or [Mat87].
Definition 2.1.9. For a graded ring R, the Hilbert function HR(n) is the vector space di-




Definition 2.1.10. The length of a graded ring R is `(R) := HilbR(1).
We include a well-known result which we use in the manner of [Pee11, Th 16.7] to
define the multiplicity of a standard graded ring R.
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Theorem 2.1.11. Let R be a quotient of a polynomial ring in n variables of degree one, with




for some polynomial f (t). Furthermore, if we cancel all possible factors of (1− t), we get a reduced





Definition 2.1.12. When R satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.11, we define the mul-
tiplicity of R to be e(R) = hR(1), and note that when d = 0 (when R is Artinian),
hR(1) = HilbR(1) = `(R).
Multiplicity is also (more traditionally) defined to be the leading coefficient of the
Hilbert-Samuel polynomial of R for d ≥ 0, or as the leading coefficient of the Hilbert
polynomial when d > 0 and the length `(R) when d = 0. The definition given is equiva-
lent.
2.1.2 Graph Theory
We move on to some graph theory, establishing a few basic notions and then defining the
toric ideal of a graph. For the graph theory, see [Tuc95]; particularly for toric ideals of
graphs, see [HHO18], Section 5.3.
Definition 2.1.13. A graph G is a set of vertices V together with a set of edges of the form
{u, v}, where u, v ∈ V. The vertices u and v are called the endpoints of the edge {u, v}.
The degree of a vertex v in a graph G is the number of edges that have v as an endpoint.
This work will only consider simple graphs, that is, graphs which do not contain any mul-
tiple edges (an edge {u, v} appearing twice in the set of edges) or loops (edges {v, v}).
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Definition 2.1.14. An induced matching on a graph G is a set of edges who do not share
endpoints and whose set of endpoints S has the following property: no edge in G has
both its endpoints in S unless it is part of the induced matching.
Definition 2.1.15. A graph G is said to be bipartite if the set of vertices of G can be split
into two sets V and W (a bipartition) such that every edge of G has exactly one endpoint
in V and one in W.
Definition 2.1.16. If a graph G has edge set E and vertex set V, an (n-)cycle in G is a
subgraph of G with vertex set {v1, . . . , v0 = vn} ⊂ V and edge set
{{v0, v1}, {v1, v2}, . . . , {vn−2, vn−1}, {vn−1, vn} | v0 = vn} ⊂ E.
A cycle is called odd if n is odd, and even if n is even.
A closed walk (of length n) in a graph G may be defined the same way as an (n-)cycle,
but allows repeated edges and vertices. A closed walk is also called odd if n is odd and
even if n is even.
We note that an n-cycle is a closed loop containing n vertices and n edges. We further
note that in a bipartite graph, there are no odd cycles.
Definition 2.1.17. We say that a cycle C with edge set E and vertex set V in a graph G has
a chord if there is an additional edge e in the edge set of G with the following properties:
• e /∈ E, and
• the endpoints of e are in V.
Definition 2.1.18. A bipartite graph is said to be chordal bipartite if every n-cycle with
n ≥ 6 has a chord.
Essentially, if a graph is chordal bipartite, all of its cycles are even and can be split up into
4-cycles. All of the graphs considered in this work will be chordal bipartite.
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We now introduce the toric ideal of a graph, which ties some of the algebraic and
graph theoretic notions together.
Definition 2.1.19. Let V be the set of vertices of a graph G and E the set of edges. Let k[E]
be the polynomial ring in the edges over k and k[V] the polynomial ring in the vertices
over k. Let π : k[E]→ k[V] be the ring map induced by assigning to each edge the product
of its endpoints. Then the kernel of π is denoted IG and is called the toric ideal of G. We
use notation k[G] for the image of π in k[V]. The edge ring of G is




In this dissertation, we study k[E]ker π and call it the toric ring of G (not uncommon in the
literature).
It is known that a set of generators for IG comes from closed even walks in G in the
following way: If a closed even walk in G has edge set
{e1 = {v0, v1}, e2 = {v1, v2}, · · · , et = {vt−1, vt}}
(where some edges and vertices may repeat), then
e1e3 · · · et−3et−1 − e2e4 · · · et−2et ∈ ker π = IG;
see for example [HHO18], Lemma 5.9.





The toric ideal of a graph is a special case of the general notion of toric ideals, particularly
the classical notion in algebraic geometry. We focus in this dissertation on properties of
the toric rings of a particular family of graphs.
2.1.3 Lattice Theory
We spend a bit of time developing some lattice theory for the development of our family
in Chapter 3. One subfamily of ideals we work with comes from a two-sided ladder and
hence from a lattice; we show that not every ideal in the general family comes from a
lattice in a natural way, so that results from lattice theory do not obviously apply to the
general family.
For the treatment below on join-meet ideals, we adopt notation found in [HHO18]. We
note that in this source, a lattice of indexed variables is defined from an underlying poset
of indices, but we combine these notions to simplify the treatment in this dissertation.
Definition 2.1.21. A (classical) lattice L is a partially ordered set of elements x1, . . . , xn with
the property that any two elements in L share a common upper bound and a common
lower bound. The join of two elements xi and xj in a lattice L is their least upper bound
in L. We denote this by xi ∨ xj. The meet of two elements xi and xj in a lattice L is their
greatest lower bound in L. We denote this by xi ∧ xj.
Suppose L is a lattice on the variables x1, . . . , xn. Then the join-meet ideal of L is the
ideal of k[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the elements xixj − (xi ∨ xj)(xi ∧ xj). We note that for
comparable xi and xj, one has xixj − (xi ∨ xj)(xi ∧ xj) = 0.
Definition 2.1.22. Given a, b in a lattice L, we say that {a, b} is a comparable pair if a < b or
b < a in L, and we say {a, b} is an incomparable pair if a and b are not comparable in L.
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2.2 Gröbner Bases and Initial Ideals
The following definitions and notes provide the background necessary to understand
Gröbner bases, initial ideals, and a criterion used to find Gröbner bases. We use this
information in Chapters 3 and 4. For more information on Gröbner bases and initial
ideals, see [KR00].
Definition 2.2.1. A monomial order on a polynomial ring Q is a total order on the mono-
mials mi in Q that have a k-coefficient of 1 such that:
• If mi ≤ mj, then m`mi ≤ m`mj for all `.
We define the degree reverse lexicographic order, which we use throughout Chap-
ters 3 and 4. In Section 2.5.2, we define the noncommutative version of the lexicographic
monomial order for use in Chapter 5.
Definition 2.2.2. Let x1 > . . . > xn. To a monomial m = Πni=1x
ri
i , we associate the n-tuple
m̂ = (r1, . . . , rn). The exponent ri is called the multiplicity of the variable xi. We define the
degree of m to be deg m = ∑ni=1 ri. We define the degree reverse lexicographic order as follows:
we have m > n if
• deg m > deg n or if
• deg m = deg n and the last nonzero entry in m̂− n̂ is negative.
Definition 2.2.3. The leading term of a polynomial is the term whose monomial (it may
have a coefficient) is largest in the monomial ordering. We denote the leading term of a
polynomial f by LT( f ).
Theorem 2.2.4. (Macaulay’s Basis Theorem) Let Q = k[x1, . . . , xn] and let I be an ideal of Q.
Let B be the set of (monic) monomials b in Q such that LT( f ) - b for any f in I. Then the residue
classes of the elements of B are a k-vector space basis for Q/I.
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This is actually a less general version; for the original theorem see [KR00], Theorem
1.5.7. To apply the above result, we need to find a way to characterize the leading terms
of an ideal I.
Definition 2.2.5. The initial ideal of an ideal I in a polynomial ring Q is denoted in> (I)
and is equal to the ideal generated by the leading terms of all polynomials in I.
By Proposition 9.3.4 and Proposition 9.3.12 of [CLO07], an ideal I and its initial ideal
in> (I) of a polynomial ring Q have the same Hilbert function, and in particular, the
quotients by them have the same dimension and multiplicity. By Theorem 4.1.3 of [BH93],
the Krull dimension of the quotient of a ring by an ideal may be established from its
Hilbert polynomial. Since Q/in> I and Q/I have the same Hilbert polynomial, we have
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.6. For a polynomial ring Q and an ideal I of Q, the quotient ring Q/(in> I) has
the same Krull dimension as Q/I.
We use this information in Chapter 4.
Definition 2.2.7. A Gröbner basis of an ideal I is a generating set for I whose leading terms
generate the initial ideal in> (I).
Gröbner bases are very helpful when one wishes to work with the initial ideal. Below
is a criterion for finding a Gröbner basis from an existing generating set; we first introduce
some helpful definitions.








We note that for i = j, Si,j = 0.
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Definition 2.2.9. Let f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] and G = (g1, . . . , gm) be an ordered m-tuple of
polynomials. The remainder on division of f by G is denoted f
G
(or f when G is understood)
and is defined as follows in the case when f and gi are monic:
• Let i be the first index such that LT(gi) | LT( f ). Then replace f with the reduction
f − LT( f )LT(gi)gi.
• Repeat until there is no longer any such i.
• The final reduction is called the remainder on division of f by G.
See for example [CLO07, Th 2.3.3]. We note that this algorithm terminates, since each
successive leading term is less than the previous one and monomial orderings satisfy the
descending chain condition. When G is a Gröbner basis, the remainder of f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]
is unique regardless of the ordering on G.
Theorem 2.2.10 (Buchberger’s Criterion). Let G = {g1, . . . , gm} be a generating set for an
ideal I ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]. If the remainder on division of Si,j by G (where the elements of G are listed
in some order) is 0 for all i, j, then G is a Gröbner basis for I.
For this theorem, see for example [CLO07, Th 2.6.6]. We note that the ordering of
the generators of G may differ for each pair {i, j}. In this dissertation, we denote the
remainder on division of Si,j by G as Si,j and call it the reduced form of Si,j.
There are some shortcuts that may be used when applying the Buchberger’s criterion.
For instance, if gcd(LT(gi), LT(gj)) = 0, then the reduced S-polynomial of gi and gj is
zero. Also, the (reduced) S-polynomial of two monomials is zero.
2.3 Homological Algebra
First, we begin with definitions pertaining to resolutions, especially in the graded setting,
and the numerical invariant regularity, which will be used in Chapter 4. Then we recall
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the definition of the Tate resolution (in the local setting), which will be used in Chapter 5.
For more information on chain complexes and the Tate resolution, see [Avr98].
Definition 2.3.1. A chain complex of modules is a sequence of modules Mi and module
homomorphisms fi of the following form:
· · · fn+1→ Mn
fn→ Mn−1
fn−1→ · · · f1→ M0
f0→ · · ·
such that fi−1 ◦ fi = 0 for i ∈ Z. We say that a chain complex is exact if in addition
ker fi−1 = im fi for all i.
Definition 2.3.2. A free resolution of a module M over a ring R is an exact chain complex
with free R-modules Fi of the following truncated form:
· · · f2→ F1
f1→ F0
π→ M→ 0,
where π is surjective. The maps fi may be represented with matrices Ai. A resolution is
minimal if the entries in Ai are not units. A resolution is graded if R and M are graded and
the entries in the Ai are homogeneous.
Definition 2.3.3. One can decompose each Fi as Fi = ⊕jR(−j)βi,j . The exponent βi,j is
called the (i, j)-th graded Betti number of M.
We will be looking at resolutions of a field k as an R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/I-module, where I is
a homogeneous ideal of k[x1, . . . , xn].
Definition 2.3.4. The Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of an ideal I in a ring R is
reg R I = reg I = max{j− i | βi,j(I) 6= 0},
where βi,j is the (i, j)-th graded Betti number in a graded minimal free resolution of I over
R. The regularity of R/I is reg I − 1.
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The regularity of a standard graded ring R ∼= Q/I for a polynomial ring Q and graded
ideal I is reg R = reg QR. It is well-known that this is independent of the choice of Q and
I.
We use a result in Chapter 4 relating the top nonzero degree of an Artinian quotient of
a polynomial ring with its regularity over the polynomial ring; see for example [Pee11],
Theorem 18.4.
Theorem 2.3.5. If Q is a polynomial ring with an ideal B such that Q/B is Artinian, then
reg QQ/B is equal to
max{n | (Q/B)n 6= 0},
the top nonzero degree of Q/B.
We now move on to the construction of a differential graded algebra resolution.





equipped with a map d : A → A of degree −1 such that d2 = 0 and the Leibniz rule
d(ab) = d(a)b + (−1)|a|ad(b) holds. When k is understood, we will sometimes refer to
a differential graded k-algebra as a dg-algebra. Notice that the set ({An}n≥0, d) forms a
complex, which we will again call A. A resolution that is also a dg-algebra is called a
dg-algebra resolution.
We recall the classic construction by Tate [Tat57] of a dg-algebra resolution, but focus
on the setting of resolutions of the residue field k over a graded k-algebra localized at the
homogeneous maximal ideal. We introduce some preliminary definitions and then move
to the acyclic closure of k over R.
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Definition 2.3.7. Given an odd cycle z in the complex A (i.e., |z| is odd and ∂(z) = 0), one
adjoins a divided powers variable x of even degree |z| + 1 to obtain a complex A〈x〉 with
∂(x) = z in the following way:
• The graded algebra A〈x〉 is generated as a free module over A by the set
{x(i) : |x(i)| = i|x|}i≥0
with x(0) = 1 and x(1) = x







for i, j ≥ 0.
• The new (compatible) differential is ∂(Σaix(i) = Σ∂(ai)x(i) + Σ(−1)|ai|zx(i−1) for
ai ∈ A homogeneous.
Definition 2.3.8. Given an even cycle z in the complex A, one adjoins an exterior variable
y of odd degree |z|+ 1 to obtain a complex A〈y〉 with ∂(y) = z in the following way:
• The graded algebra A〈y〉 is generated as a free module over A by the set {1, y}.
• The variable y commutes with divided powers variables and anticommutes with
exterior variables.
• The new (compatible) differential is ∂(ay) = ∂(a)y + (−1)|ai|z for a ∈ A homoge-
neous.
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Definition 2.3.9. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field R/m ∼= k.
The acyclic closure of k over R involves a very specific iterative construction of a differential
graded k-algebra that is a resolution of k over R. This construction was first introduced
by John Tate:
• We begin with the natural surjective ring map π from R to k.
• Let x1, . . . , xn be a set of minimal generators of m = ker π. Adjoin a set of Y1 =
{y1, . . . , yn} variables of degree one to obtain R〈Y1〉 := R〈y1, . . . , yn〉with ∂(yi) = xi.
• Iteratively, we find the ith homology of R〈Y1, . . . , Yi〉 and adjoin a minimal set Yi+1 of
polynomial or divided powers variables that map under the differential to elements
whose images minimally generate the ith homology.
Theorem 2.3.10. The acyclic closure of k over R is a minimal resolution.
This was proved independently by Gulliksen [Gul68] and Schoeller [Sch67].
2.4 The Priddy Complex
The following definitions will aid in understanding the construction of the Priddy com-
plex, which is a chain complex constructed by Stewart Priddy that yields a resolution of
the residue field of certain k-algebras that is much smaller than the one given by the bar
construction: He showed its dual gives an R-free resolution of k in the case when R is a
Koszul k-algebra (see Definition 2.4.3); it was in fact Priddy who developed the notion of
a Koszul algebra [Pri70]. The dual of the Priddy complex will be the minimal graded free
resolution of k over R. For further reading on the Priddy complex, see [PP05].
Definition 2.4.1. Let V be a vector space. The tensor algebra of V is T(V) = ⊕∞i=0V⊗i, where
V⊗0 is taken to be k. It is an algebra with formal addition and concatenary multiplication.
One calls T(V∗) the dual tensor algebra of V.
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Note that the tensor algebra is not commutative when dimk V ≥ 2. If V is the vector space
generated by y1, . . . , yn, then T(V) is isomorphic to k〈y1, . . . , yn〉, the ring of polynomials
in noncommutative variables y1, . . . , yn.
Now we develop the notion of a quadratic algebra and its quadratic dual algebra.
Definition 2.4.2. Suppose Q is a linearly independent set of degree 2 elements in the
tensor algebra of V which is a basis for the subspace (Q). The quadratic algebra defined by
Q is T(V)/〈Q〉, where 〈Q〉 is the two-sided ideal generated by Q in T(V).
Definition 2.4.3. A quadratic algebra R is said to be Koszul if the minimal graded resolu-
tion of k over R is linear, that is, if the entries of the matrices describing the maps in the
resolution are zero or homogeneous of degree one.
Definition 2.4.4. We define Q⊥ to be a basis of the perpendicular subspace (Q)⊥ defined by
(Q)⊥ = { f ∈ V∗⊗2| f (v) = 0 for all v ∈ Q}, where one identifies (V∗)⊗2 ∼= (V⊗2)∗.
Definition 2.4.5. Using the above notation, one calls T(V∗)/〈Q⊥〉 the quadratic dual alge-
bra to the quadratic algebra T(V)/〈Q〉. When R = T(V)/〈Q〉, the quadratic dual algebra
T(V∗)/〈Q⊥〉 is denoted by R⊥ or by R!.
In the below, we write the quadratic dual algebras R and R⊥ = R! as quotients of
the noncommutative polynomial rings k〈z1, . . . , zn〉 and k〈z∗1 , . . . , z∗n〉, instead of using the
tensor algebras T(V) and T(V∗), where z1, . . . , zn and z∗1 , . . . , z
∗
n are bases for the vector
space V and its dual V∗, respectively. We may do this because the tensor algebra in a set of
variables X over the field k is isomorphic to the noncommutative polynomial ring in the
variables X over the field k. We use the same notation for the two-sided ideal generated
by an ideal in the noncommutative ring as we do in the tensor algebra. We have
R⊥ ∼=






k〈z1, . . . , zn〉
〈Q〉 .
Both R and R⊥ are quadratic algebras.
We now define the Priddy complex, the dual of which gives us a resolution of k over
R when R is Koszul.
Definition 2.4.6. Suppose that V is a vector space with basis x1, . . . , xn and dual basis
x∗1 , . . . , x
∗




are quadratic k-algebras, and the Priddy complex of R (which Priddy called the Koszul
complex of R) is
P(R) = R→ R⊗k V∗ → R⊗k R⊥2 → · · · → R⊗k R⊥d → · · ·





xi ⊗ x∗i ;
see [Eis89].
Definition 2.4.7. The dual complex of a chain complex of free R-modules
· · · fn+1→ Fn
fn→ Fn−1
fn−1→ · · · f1→ F0
f0→ · · · ,
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f ∗2→ · · · f
∗
n→ F∗n
f ∗n+1→ · · · ,
where f ∗i is represented by the matrix M
T
i . We use the notation F
∗
i = HomR(Fi, R) to
denote the set of all R-module maps from Fi to R. This is again isomorphic to Fi.
Theorem 2.4.8. If R is a Koszul graded k-algebra, then the dual of the Priddy complex gives a
(minimal graded) resolution of k over R.
2.5 Graded Lie Algebras and Gröbner-Shirshov Bases
Here we define Lie algebras, their universal enveloping algebras, and Gröbner-Shirshov
bases, which will be used in Chapter 5. For the following, we use [Avr98] and [BKLM99].
2.5.1 Lie Algebras and Their Universal Enveloping Algebras
Definition 2.5.1. A graded Lie algebra over k is a k-module L = {Ln}n∈Z with a k-bilinear
pairing, called the Lie bracket
[−,−] : Li × Lj → Li+j for i, j ∈ Z, (α, β) 7→ [α, β], (2.1)
such that for all α, β, γ ∈ L
• [α, β] = −(−1)|α||β|[β, α]
• [[α, β], γ] = [α, [β, γ]]− (−1)|α||β|[β, [α, γ]].
Definition 2.5.2. For every graded associative algebra A, we get a graded Lie algebra
Lie(A) by forgetting some of the associative structure and using the graded commutator
[x, y] = xy− (−1)|x||y|yx (2.2)
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for x, y ∈ A.
Definition 2.5.3. The ring k〈X〉 becomes a graded Lie (super)algebra Lie(k〈X〉) by intro-
ducing the (super)bracket
[a, b] = ab− (−1)|a||b|ba
for a, b ∈ k〈X〉. The free Lie (super)algebra generated by X, Lie(X), is the (graded/super) Lie
subalgebra of Lie(k〈X〉) generated by X.
Definition 2.5.4. For a Lie algebra L, there is a unique universal enveloping algebra U(L),
given by allowing associative multiplication between all elements of L and identifying
[a, b] with ab− (−1)|a||b|ba in U(L).
The universal enveloping algebra U(L) has a universal property and is unique up to iso-
morphism of associative algebras, and L is embedded in U(L) by the Poincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt Theorem. In some cases, we may begin with an associative algebra A and obtain a
lie algebra L such that A = U(L); see [MM65].
2.5.2 Gröbner-Shirshov bases
The following definitions and notes provide the background necessary to understand
Gröbner-Shirshov bases. We provide further background in Chapter 5. For more infor-
mation on Gröbner-Shirshov bases, see [BKLM99].
Definition 2.5.5. We use the notation k〈X〉 to denote the noncommutative polynomial
ring in a set of variables X. It has the obvious noncommutative multiplication. We note
that k〈X〉 is the free associative algebra generated by X.
Definition 2.5.6. A monomial (or word) in k〈X〉 is a monic noncommutative polynomial
with a single term, and a (noncommutative) polynomial is a linear combination of mono-
mials in k〈X〉 with coefficients in k. If u = xn1 xn2 · · · xnt is a monomial in k〈X〉 with
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xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnt ∈ X, we say u has length (or degree) t and write |u| = t. The monomial
w = 1 is called the empty word, and its degree is 0.
The lexicographic monomial order defined below is a “dictionary" ordering, where
larger variables come earlier in the alphabet. For a commutative ring, it is merely the
multiplicity of each xi that counts, while in a noncommutative ring, it is also the order
that counts. When we are in the noncommutative setting in Chapter 5, we will use this
monomial order.
Definition 2.5.7. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn} with x1 > . . . > xn. The lexicographic ordering is
defined as follows: For any nonempty words v and w in k〈X〉,
• 1 > v
• v > w if there are (possibly empty) words u, v′, and w′ in k〈X〉 and variables
xn1 , xn2 ∈ X such that v = uxn1v′ and w = uxn2w′ with xn1 > xn2 .
Definition 2.5.8. The leading term of a polynomial in k〈X〉 is the term whose monomial
(it may have a nonzero coefficient) is largest in the monomial ordering. We denote the
leading term of a polynomial f by LT( f ).
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2.6 Notation
We provide for the reader’s reference a list of notations which will be defined in later
chapters.
• Meτ is a ladder-like structure depending on even τ and e ∈ Fτ/2+12 .
• The graph Geτ is defined from the ladder-like structure Meτ and has edge set
E = {x0, x2, x3, . . . , xτ+4}.
• The family of graphs Geτ for even τ and e ∈ Fτ/2+12 is denoted F .
* The subfamily where all entries of e are one is denoted F1. In this family, Meτ is
a two-sided ladder for even τ ≥ 10.
* The subfamily where all entries of e are zero is denoted F2.
• S(τ) := k[x0, x2, x3, . . . , xτ+4], where τ is even, will denote the polynomial ring over
the field k on variables x0, x2, x3, . . . , xτ+4.
• IGeτ is the toric ideal associated with the graph G
e
τ.
• R(τ, e) := S(τ)/IGeτ is the toric ring of G
e
τ, isomorphic to the edge ring k[Geτ].
• We use Xτ to denote a particular linear set in S(τ)
– The image X of Xτ in S(τ)/in> IGeτ is proven to be a linear system of parameters
for the quotient.
The image Xτ of Xτ in R(τ, e) is proven to be a linear system of parameters for
R(τ, e).
• We use notation zn := x∗n in Chapter 2.3.6, and use k〈z0, z2, z3, . . . , zτ+4〉 to denote the
noncommutative polynomial ring in the variables z0, z2, z3, . . . , zτ+4 over the field k.
• R(τ, e)⊥ = k〈X∗〉/〈Q⊥τ,e〉 is the quadratic dual algebra of R(τ, e) = k〈X〉/〈Qτ,e〉.
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3 The Family of Toric Rings
In the following, we define a family of toric rings coming from an iterative chordal bipar-
tite family of graphs, F . We show that although one subfamily of these rings comes from
join-meet ideals of a (distributive) lattice and has many known results, this is not true in
general. Throughout, k is a field with characteristic zero, and τ and i are even indices.
3.1 The Family F of Graphs
Below, we define the family F of graphs iteratively from a family of ladder-like structures
Meτ. We note that the quantities involved in the following definition follow patterns as
follows:
τ τ/2 + 1 bτ/4c+ 2 dτ/4e+ 2
0 1 2 2
2 2 2 3
4 3 3 3





Definition 3.1.1. For each even τ ≥ 0 and for each e ∈ Fτ/2+12 , we construct a ladder-
like structure Meτ with (bτ/4c + 2) rows and (dτ/4e + 2) columns and nonzero entries
in the set X = {x0, x2, x3, . . . , xτ+4}. To do so, we use the notation ê ∈ Fτ/22 for the first
τ/2 entries of e, that is, all except the last entry. The construction is as follows, where
throughout, indices of entries in Meτ are strictly increasing from left to right in each row
and from top to bottom in each column. We note that Meτ does not depend on e for τ ≤ 2,
but does for τ ≥ 4.
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• For τ = 2, to create Me2 (regardless of what e is in F22), we add another column with
the entries x5 and x6 to the right of M0 to obtain
x0 x2 x5
x3 x4 x6
• For 4 ≤ τ ≡ 0 mod 4, to create Meτ, we add another row with the entries xτ+3, xτ+4
below Mêτ−2 in the following way:
◦ The entry xτ+4 is in the new row (row bτ/4c + 2) and the rightmost column
(column dτ/4e+ 2).
◦ The entry xτ+3 is in the new row (row bτ/4c+ 2) in a position directly below
another nonzero entry in Meτ.
∗ If the last entry of e is 0, xτ+3 is directly beneath the first nonzero entry in
the previous row.
∗ If the last entry of e is 1, xτ+3 is directly beneath the second nonzero entry
in the previous row.
• For 2 ≤ τ ≡ 2 mod 4, to create Meτ, we add another column with the entries
xτ+3, xτ+4 to the right of Mêτ−2 in the following way:
◦ The entry xτ+4 is in the new column (column (dτ/4e+ 2)) and the bottom row
(row bτ/4c+ 2).
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◦ The entry xτ+3 is in the new column (column (dτ/4e+ 2)) in a position directly
to the right of another nonzero entry of Meτ.
∗ If the last entry of e is 0, xτ+3 is directly to the right of the first nonzero
entry in the previous column.
∗ If the last entry of e is 1, xτ+3 is directly to the right of the second nonzero
entry in the previous column.
In this way, the entries in e determine the choice at each stage for the placement of
xτ+3.
Remark 3.1.2. We note a few things about this construction:
• We note that xτ+4 is in row bτ/4c + 2 and column dτ/4e + 2 for τ ≥ 0, and in
particular, that xτ+4 is directly beneath xτ+2 for τ ≡ 0 mod 4 and that xτ+4 is
directly to the right of xτ+2 for τ ≡ 2 mod 4.
• We note that for τ ≡ 0 mod 4 (≡ 2 mod 4) the only entries in row bτ/4c + 2
(column dτ/4e+ 2) are xτ−1, xτ, and xτ+2, so that the choices listed for placement
of xτ+3 are the only cases. In particular, eτ/2+1 = 0 if and only if xτ+3 is directly
beneath (to the right of) xτ−1, and eτ/2+1 = 1 if and only if xτ+3 is directly beneath
(to the right of) xτ.










In either of the above cases, we could go on to construct Me6 and M
e
8 in the following
way: For τ = 6, add x10 to the right of x8 and add x9 to the right of either x5 or x6,
depending whether the last entry of e is 0 or 1, respectively. Then for τ = 8, add x12
below x10 and add x11 below either x7 or x8, depending whether the last entry of e is 0 or
1, respectively.
In fact, when the entries of e are all ones, we see that M(1,1,...,1)τ has a ladder shape (is a
two-sided ladder for τ ≥ 6), shown below in the case when 4 ≤ τ ≡ 0 mod 4:
x0 x2 x5
x3 x4 x6 x9
x7 x8 x10 x13
x11 x12 x14 x17
x15 x16 x18 x21




. . . xτ+1
. . . . . . xτ+2
xτ+3 xτ+4.
We denote the subfamily of graphs coming from e = (1, 1, . . . , 1) by F1 ⊂ F .
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When the entries of e are all zeros, M(0,0,...,0)τ has the following structure, shown below
in the case when 4 ≤ τ ≡ 0 mod 4:









... . . . xτ+2
xτ+3 xτ+4.
We denote the subfamily of graphs coming from e = (0, 0, . . . , 0) by F2 ⊂ F .
For a more varied example, we have M(1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0)32 equal to
x0 x2 x5 x9
x3 x4 x6
x7 x8 x10 x13 x17
x11 x12 x14







Remark 3.1.4. If we associate a vertex to each row and each column and an edge to each
nonzero entry of Meτ, we have a finite simple connected bipartite graph Geτ. The set V1 of
vertices corresponding to rows and the set V2 of vertices corresponding to columns form











We note that by construction Geτ has no vertices of degree one, since each row and each
column of Meτ has more than one nonzero entry. We also note that the vertex that is an
endpoint of both xτ+3 and xτ+4 has degree two, since the row or column containing these
has no other nonzero entries.
Definition 3.1.5. We say a graph G is in F if G = Geτ for some even τ ≥ 0 and some
e ∈ Fτ/2+12 .

















When τ = 10, G(0,0,...,0)10 ∈ F2 is
c1
r1









We develop properties of Meτ which allow us to show in Section 3.2 that certain minors
of Meτ are generators for the toric ring of Geτ.
Definition 3.1.7. For this dissertation, a distinguished minor of Meτ is a 2-minor involving
only (nonzero) entries of the ladder-like structure Meτ, coming from a 2x2 subarray of Meτ.
Proposition 3.1.8. For each even i ≥ 2 and each f ∈ Fi/2+12 , the entry xi+3 and the entry xi+4
each appear in exactly two distinguished minors in M fi . For i ≡ 0 mod 4(≡ 2 mod 4), these
minors are of the form
ti := xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4










for some ji ∈ {0, 2, 3, . . . , i− 2} and the other of the form
ti+1 := xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4









for some ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i}, and the only distinguished minor of Meτ with indices all less than 5 is
t1 := x2x3 − x0x4.
Proof. The last statement is clear; we prove the remaining statements by induction on
even i. For i = 2, we have the distinguished minors t2 = x3x5− x0x6 and t3 = x4x5− x2x6






where j2 = 0 ∈ {0} and j3 = 2 ∈ {1, 2}, so we have our base case. Now suppose the
statement is true for even i with 2 ≤ i < τ, and let τ ≡ 0 mod 4(≡ 2 mod 4) and
e ∈ Fτ/2+12 .
Case 1: If eτ/2+1 = 0, then by Remark 3.1.2, xτ+3 is in the same column (row) as xτ−1.
By induction, we have the distinguished minor tτ−2 = xτ−1xτ+1− xjτ−2 xτ+2 coming from




















so that we have the distinguished minors
tτ = xτ+1xτ+3 − xjτ−2 xτ+4
tτ+1 = xτ+2xτ+3 − xτ−1xτ+4
with
jτ = jτ−2 ∈ {0, 2, 3, . . . , τ − 4} ⊂ {0, 2, 3, . . . , τ − 2}
by induction and with
jτ+1 = τ − 1 ∈ {τ − 1, τ}.
Since the only entries in row bτ/4c+ 2 (column dτ/4e+ 2) of Meτ are xτ+3 and xτ+4 and
since the only entries in column dτ/4e+ 2 (row bτ/4c+ 2) of Meτ are xτ+1, xτ+2, and xτ+4
by Remark 3.1.2, these are the only distinguished minors of Meτ containing either xτ+3 or
xτ+4.
Case 2: If eτ/2+1 = 1, then by Remark 3.1.2, xτ+3 is in the same column (row) as xτ. By





















so that we have the distinguished minors
tτ = xτ+1xτ+3 − xjτ−1 xτ+4
tτ+1 = xτ+2xτ+3 − xτxτ+4
with
jτ = jτ−1 ∈ {τ − 3, τ − 2} ⊂ {0, 2, 3, . . . , τ − 2}
by induction and with
jτ+1 = τ ∈ {τ − 1, τ}.
Since the only entries in row bτ/4c+ 2 (column dτ/4e+ 2) of Meτ are xτ+3 and xτ+4 and
since the only entries in column dτ/4e+ 2 (row bτ/4c+ 2) of Meτ are xτ+1, xτ+2, and xτ+4
by Remark 3.1.2, these are the only distinguished minors of Meτ containing either xτ+3 or
xτ+4, as desired.
Definition 3.1.9. For even i, define the integers ji, ji+1 for j1, . . . , jτ+1 as in the statement
of Lemma 3.1.8. We note in the remark below some properties of the jn.
Remark 3.1.10. From the proof of Lemma 3.1.8, we note that j2 = 0, j3 = 2, and that for
even i ≥ 4, we have the following:
ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−2 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i− 1
ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−1 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i.
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For the sake of later proofs, we extend the notion of jn naturally to t1 = x2x3 − x0x4 and
say that j1 = 0, and note the following properties of the jn for 1 ≤ n ≤ τ + 1:
• For even i, ji ∈ {ji−2, ji−1} and ji ≤ i− 2. For i = 2, j2 = j1 = 0, and for i ≥ 4, this is
clear from Proposition 3.1.8 and the above statement, since ei/2+1 ∈ {0, 1}.
• For even i, we have ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i}. For i = 0, j1 = 0 ∈ {−1, 0}, and for i ≥ 2, this
follows from Proposition 3.1.8.
• For even i, ji < ji+1. Indeed, ji ≤ i− 2 < ji+1.
• The ji+1 form an increasing sequence for even i. This is clear by the fact that ji+1 ∈
{i− 1, i} for i ≥ 0.
• The ji form a non-decreasing sequence for even i. Indeed, for i ≥ 4, either ji = ji−2
or ji = ji−1 ≥ i− 3 > i− 4 ≥ ji−2.
Remark 3.1.11. We also note from the above proof that the following is a subarray of Meτ











Proposition 3.1.12. For even τ ≥ 0, each graph Geτ ∈ F is chordal bipartite with vertex biparti-











Proof. We prove this by induction on the even subscript. We already know by Remark
3.1.4 that every graph Geτ is bipartite for τ ≥ 0, with the above bipartition. Let f ∈ Fi/2+12 .
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It is clear for i = 0 and i = 2 that G fi is chordal bipartite, since these graphs have fewer
than six vertices. Now suppose G fi is chordal bipartite for even i with 2 ≤ i < τ ≡ 0
mod 4(≡ 2 mod 4), and consider Geτ for e ∈ Fτ/2+12 . We know that the following array
(or its transpose) is a subarray of Meτ by Remark 3.1.11, and we include for reference the















We know the only difference between Geτ and Gêτ−2 is one vertex r3 corresponding to row
bτ/4c+ 2 (column dτ/4e+ 2) and two edges {r3, c2} = xτ+4 and {r3, c1} = xτ+3, where
c2 corresponds to column dτ/4e+ 2 (row bτ/4c+ 2) and c1 corresponds to the column
containing xτ+3. Any even cycle containing r3 must also contain xτ+4 and xτ+3, since
deg r3 = 2 by Remark 3.1.4. By Remark 3.1.2, the only other edges with endpoint c2 are
xτ+1 and xτ+2, the entries added to make Mτ−2, so we know that any even cycle contain-
ing xτ+4 and xτ+3 must contain either xτ+1 or xτ+2. We see that any even cycle containing
r3 and xτ+1 is either a 4-cycle or has xjτ as a chord, and any even cycle containing r3 and
xτ+2 is either a 4-cycle or has xjτ+1 as a chord. Thus every graph G
e
τ is chordal bipartite
for τ ≥ 0, with the above bipartition.
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3.2 Toric Rings for F
In this section, we develop the toric ring R(τ, e) for each of the graphs Geτ in the family
F . We first show that the toric ideal IGeτ of the graph G
e
τ is the same as the ideal I(τ, e)
generated by the distinguished minors of Meτ. We then demonstrate that for some τ and
e, these ideals do not arise from the join-meet ideals of lattices in a natural way, so that
results in lattice theory do not apply to the general family F in an obvious way.
3.2.1 From Toric Ideals of Graphs
Let S(τ) = k[x0, x2, x3, . . . , xτ+4]. The edge ring for Geτ ∈ F is denoted by k[Geτ] and is





where IGeτ is the toric ideal of G
e
τ. Our goal is to show that
IGeτ = I(τ, e) = ({distinguished minors of M
e
τ}).






I(τ, e) = ({distinguished minors of Meτ}).
Proof. To prove this, we need only show that I(τ, e) is the toric ideal IGeτ of the graph G
e
τ.
It is clear that the distinguished minors of Meτ are in IGeτ , corresponding to the 4-cycles of
Geτ. Since G is chordal bipartite, these are the only generators of IGeτ ([HHO18], Corollary
5.15).
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Corollary 3.2.2. The rings R(τ, e) are Cohen Macaulay.
Proof. By Remark 3.1.4 and Proposition 3.2.1, the ring R(τ, e) is the toric ring of a finite
simple connected bipartite graph, and hence by Corollary 5.26 in [HHO18], R(τ, e) is
Cohen Macaulay for each τ and e.
Because we know the distinguished minors of Meτ, we are now able to characterize the
generators for the toric ideal R(τ, e) of Geτ.
Remark 3.2.3. By Proposition 3.1.8 and Remark 3.1.10 that the generators t1, . . . , tτ+1 for
IGeτ may be summarized as follows. For even integers i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ τ, set
t1 = x2x3 − xj1 x4
ti = xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4
ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4,
where the nonnegative integers jn are as in Remark 3.1.10, that is, j1 = j2 = 0, j3 = 2, and
for even i ≥ 4, we have
ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−2 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i− 1
ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−1 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i.
We note that the number of generators depends on τ and that the jn depend on e, but
we may ignore dependence on e when working with general jn. We sometimes call
t1, . . . , tτ+1 the standard generators of IGeτ , and show in Section 3.2.2 that for certain τ and
e, they are not equal to the usual generators for the join-meet ideal of any lattice L.
Example 3.2.4. We first look at the toric ideal of a graph in F1. For τ = 10 and e =
(1, 1, . . . , 1), by Remark 3.1.10 we have j1 = j2 = 0, j3 = 2, ji = ji−1 and ji+1 = i for even
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i ≥ 4, so that
R(τ, e) =
k[x0, x2, . . . , x14]
IGeτ
,
where IGeτ is generated by
t1 = x2x3 − x0x4 t2 = x3x5 − x0x6
t3 = x4x5 − x2x6 t4 = x5x7 − x2x8
t5 = x6x7 − x4x8 t6 = x7x9 − x4x10
t7 = x8x9 − x6x10 t8 = x9x11 − x6x12
t9 = x10x11 − x8x12 t10 = x11x13 − x8x14
t11 = x12x13 − x10x14.
We now consider a graph in F2. For τ = 10 and e = (0, 0, . . . , 0), by Remark 3.1.10 we
have j1 = j2 = 0, j3 = 2, ji = ji−2 and ji+1 = i− 1 for even i ≥ 4, so that
R(τ, e) =
k[x0, x2, . . . , x14]
IGeτ
,
where IGeτ is generated by
t1 = x2x3 − x0x4 t2 = x3x5 − x0x6
t3 = x4x5 − x2x6 t4 = x5x7 − x0x8
t5 = x6x7 − x3x8 t6 = x7x9 − x0x10
t7 = x8x9 − x5x10 t8 = x9x11 − x0x12
t9 = x10x11 − x7x12 t10 = x11x13 − x0x14
t11 = x12x13 − x9x14.
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3.2.2 Distinction From Join-Meet Ideals of Lattices
We saw in Example 3.1.3 and Proposition 3.2.1 that if Geτ ∈ F1 ⊂ F , then IGeτ is a ladder
determinantal ideal for τ ≥ 4. It is known that a ladder determinantal ideal is equal
to the join-meet ideal of a (distributive) lattice (indeed, with a natural partial ordering
which decreases along rows and columns of Meτ we obtain such a lattice), so much is
known about R(τ, e) via distributive lattice theory and the theory of ladder determinantal
ideals. We spend some time in this section establishing that not all rings R(τ, e) ∈ F arise
from a lattice in a natural way (see Remark 3.2.6), and so there does not seem to be any
obvious way to obtain our results in Chapter 4 from the literature on join-meet ideals
of distributive lattices or on ladder determinantal ideals. The results in Chapter 4 may
be viewed as an extension of what is already known for the family F1 from the existing
literature.
The following five lemmas serve to provide machinery to show that there is at least
one ring in the family F , namely k[G(1,1,1,1,1,0)14 ], whose toric ideal does not come from a
lattice on the set {x0, . . . , x14} in any obvious way. That is, we show that the standard
generators of IGe14 , the tn from Remark 3.2.3, are not equal to the standard generators (see
Definition 3.2.5) for any lattice L on {x0, . . . , x14}.
Before we begin, we introduce some definitions and notation that we will use exten-
sively throughout:
Definition 3.2.5. In this dissertation, a standard generator of the join-meet ideal of a lattice
L is a nonzero element of one of the following four forms:
xaxb − (xa ∨ xb)(xa ∧ xb) = xaxb − (xa ∧ xb)(xa ∨ xb)
(xa ∨ xb)(xa ∧ xb)− xaxb = (xa ∧ xb)(xa ∨ xb)− xaxb
for xa, xb ∈ L. We will sometimes refer to such an element as a standard generator of L. We
note that for a standard generator, the pair {xa, xb} is an incomparable pair, and the pair
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{(xa ∨ xb), (xa ∧ xb)} is a comparable pair.
Though we are in a commutative ring, we provide all possible orderings for factors
within the terms of a standard generator to emphasize that either factor of the monomial
(xa ∨ xb)(xa ∧ xb) = (xa ∧ xb)(xa ∨ xb) may be the join or the meet of xa and xb.
Remark 3.2.6. We give an explanation of why it makes sense to focus only on the stan-
dard generators of a join-meet ideal. We recall that the standard generators tn for IGeτ from
Remark 3.2.3 come from distinct 2× 2 arrays within the ladder-like structure Meτ and rec-
ognize that either monomial of tn determines its 2× 2 array. Then an element of the form
ab− cd in IGe14 with a, b, c, d ∈ {x0, x2, x3, . . . , x14} must be equal to ±ts for some s, since a
nontrivial sum of tn with coefficients in {−1, 1} either has more than two terms or is equal
to ts for some s, and other coefficients would be extraneous. Then any generating set for
IGe14 where each element has the form ab − cd in IGe14 with a, b, c, d ∈ {x0, x2, x3, . . . , x14}
must consist of all the tn (up to sign). We conclude that it is natural to check whether the
tn are standard generators of a lattice L, instead of non-standard generators.
For the next definition, we note that for a standard generator coming from xa, xb ∈ L,
{xa, xb} is an incomparable pair and {(xa ∨ xb), (xa ∧ xb)} is a comparable pair.
Definition 3.2.7. Given a standard generator s = uz − wv of a lattice L, let Fs ∈ F2 be
defined as follows:
If Fs = 0, the elements in the first monomial of s are not comparable in L (so
the elements in the second monomial of s are comparable in L).
If Fs = 1, the elements in the second monomial of s are not comparable in L
(so the elements in the first monomial of s are comparable in L).
For a given list s1, s2, . . . , sn of standard generators of a lattice L, we will use
F = (F1, . . . , Fn) ∈ Fn2 ,
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where Fj = Fsj , to encode the comparability of the variables in these generators.
We note that exactly one of Fj = 0 or Fj = 1 happens for each j; we are merely encoding
which monomial in each relation corresponds to xaxb, and which to (xa ∨ xb)(xa ∧ xb) =
(xa ∧ xb)(xa ∨ xb).
Notation 3.2.8. We will use the notation u > {w, v} if u > w and u > v in a lattice L, and
{w, v} > z if w > z and v > z in L.
In the first lemma, we begin by showing what restrictions we must have on a lattice





s1 = bc− ad
s2 = ce− a f
s3 = de− b f
are standard generators of a lattice L. Let F ∈ F32 be defined for these three elements as in 3.2.7.
Then up to relabeling of variables,
F ∈ {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 1}}.
Proof. We first note that some of the cases we consider are equivalent. If we relabel vari-
ables according to the permutation (ac)(bd)(e f ), we see that
F = {i, j, k} ≡ {1− i, 1− j, 1− k}.
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This limits the cases we need to consider to
F ∈ {{0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1}}.
That is, we only need to show that the case F = {0, 1, 0} is impossible.
Let F1 = 0. Then without loss of generality, up to reversing the order in the lattice
(which does not affect the join-meet ideal), we have a > {b, c} > d. If F2 = 1, we have
e > {a, f } > c, so e > {b, f } > d and hence F3 = 1. We conclude that the case F = {0, 1, 0}
is impossible.
In the second lemma, we show what restrictions we must have on a lattice whose
join-meet ideal contains the 2-minors of the following ladder as standard generators, and





s1 = bc− ad
s2 = ce− a f
s3 = de− b f
s4 = eg− bh
s5 = f g− dh
are standard generators of a lattice L, and that {a, g},{a, h},{c, g}, and {c, h} are comparable
pairs in L. Let F ∈ F52 be defined for these five elements as in 3.2.7. Then up to relabeling of
variables, F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
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Proof. We first note that with natural relabeling, both {s1, s2, s3} and {s3, s4, s5} satisfy the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.2.9, so if we let F be defined as in 3.2.7, this limits the cases we
need to consider to 5-tuples whose first three elements and whose last three elements
satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 3.2.9. We note that some of the cases we consider are
equivalent. If we relabel variables according to the permutation (ac)(bd)(e f ), we see that
F = {i, j, k, l, m} ≡ {1− i, 1− j, 1− k, m, l}, and if we relabel the variables according to
the permutation (be)(d f )(gh), we have F = {i, j, k, l, m} ≡ {j, i, 1− k, 1− l, 1− m}. The
permutation (ah)(cg)(b f ) yields F = {i, j, k, l, m} ≡ {m, l, k, j, i}. Then by Lemma 3.2.9
we have the eighteen cases
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0} ≡ {1, 1, 1, 0, 0} ≡ {1, 1, 0, 1, 1} ≡ {0, 0, 1, 1, 1}
{0, 0, 0, 0, 1} ≡ {1, 1, 1, 1, 0} ≡ {1, 1, 0, 0, 1} ≡ {0, 0, 1, 1, 0} ≡ {0, 1, 1, 0, 0}
≡ {1, 0, 0, 0, 0}
≡ {0, 1, 1, 1, 1}
≡ {1, 0, 0, 1, 1}
{0, 0, 0, 1, 1} ≡ {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} ≡ {1, 1, 0, 0, 0} ≡ {0, 0, 1, 0, 0}
{0, 1, 1, 1, 0} ≡ {1, 0, 0, 0, 1}
We need only show that the cases {0, 0, 0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 1, 1, 0}, and {0, 0, 0, 1, 1} are impos-
sible.
Case 1: F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 1}. Since F1 = 0, without loss of generality (reversing the order on
the entire lattice if needed) we have a > {b, c} > d. Then F2 = F3 = F4 = 0 and F5 = 1,
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with the ordering chosen, yield
a > {c, e} > f
b > {d, e} > f
b > {e, g} > h
g > {d, h} > f .
If c > g, then a > {b, c} > g > d, but then bc− ad is not a standard generator of L, and
this is a contradiction. If c < g, then c < g < b so that both {b, c} and {a, d} from s1
are comparable pairs, but this is a contradiction. We conclude that the case {0, 0, 0, 0, 1} is
impossible.
Case 2: F = {0, 1, 1, 1, 0}. Since F1 = 0, without loss of generality we have a > {b, c} > d.
Then F2 = F3 = F4 = 1 and F5 = 0, with the ordering chosen, yield
e > {a, f } > c
e > {b, f } > d
e > {b, h} > g
h > { f , g} > d.
If c > g, then f > c > g so that both { f , g} and {d, h} from s5 are comparable pairs, but
this is a contradiction. If c < g, then c < g < b so that both {b, c} and {a, d} from s1
are comparable pairs, but this is a contradiction. We conclude that the case {0, 1, 1, 1, 0} is
impossible.
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Case 3: F = {0, 0, 0, 1, 1}. Since F1 = 0, without loss of generality we have a > {b, c} > d.
Then F2 = F3 = 0 and F4 = F5 = 1, with the ordering chosen, yield
a > {c, e} > f
b > {d, e} > f
g > {b, h} > e
g > {d, h} > f .
If c > g, then c > g > b so that both {b, c} and {a, d} from s1 are comparable pairs, but
this is a contradiction. Then c < g with d < {b, c} < a < g, since bc− ad is a standard
generator of L.
Case 3a: If a < h, then b < a < h so that both {b, h} and {e, g} from s4 are
comparable pairs, but this is a contradiction.
Case 3b: If a > h, then g > a > {d, h} > f , so that f g − dh is not a stan-
dard generator of L, but this is a contradiction. We conclude that the case
{0, 0, 0, 1, 1} is impossible.
We note that these cases are compatible with all three possible relabelings. Then up to
relabeling, F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
In the third lemma, we show what restrictions we must have on a lattice whose join-
meet ideal contains the 2-minors of the following ladder as standard generators and
which meets certain comparability conditions.
a b e




s1 = bc− ad
s2 = ce− a f
s3 = de− b f
s4 = eg− bh
s5 = f g− dh
s6 = gi− dj
s7 = hi− f j
are standard generators of a lattice L, and that {a, g}, {a, h}, {c, g}, {c, h}, {b, i}, {b, j}, {e, i},
and {e, j} are comparable pairs in L. Let F ∈ F72 be defined for these seven elements as in 3.2.7.
Then up to relabeling of variables, F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
Proof. We first note that with natural relabeling, both {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5} and {s3, s4, s5, s6, s7}
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2.10, so if we let F be defined as in 3.2.7, this limits
the cases we need to consider to 7-tuples whose first five elements and whose last five
elements satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 3.2.10, so the only possible cases are
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} and {0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0}. If we relabel variables according to the permuta-
tion (be)(d f )(gh), we see that F = {i, j, k, l, m, n, o} ≡ {j, i, 1− k, 1− l, 1−m, o, n}, so that
these two cases are equivalent. Then up to relabeling of variables, F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
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In the fourth lemma, we show what restrictions we must have on a lattice whose
join-meet ideal contains the 2-minors of the following ladder as standard generators, and
which meets certain comparability conditions.
a b e




s1 = bc− ad
s2 = ce− a f
s3 = de− b f
s4 = eg− bh
s5 = f g− dh
s6 = gi− dj
s7 = hi− f j
s8 = ik− f l
s9 = jk− hl
are standard generators of a lattice L, and that {a, g}, {a, h}, {c, g}, {c, h}, {b, i}, {b, j}, {e, i},
{e, j}, {d, k}, {d, l}, {g, k}, and {g, l} are comparable pairs in L. Let F ∈ F92 be defined for these
nine elements as in 3.2.7. Then F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
Proof. We first note that with natural relabeling, both {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7} and
{s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9} satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2.11, so if we let F be defined as
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in 3.2.7, this limits the cases we need to consider to 9-tuples whose first seven entries and
whose last seven entries satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 3.2.11. We see by Lemma 3.2.11
that F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.
We now have the machinery necessary to show that for e = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0), IGe14 does
not come from a lattice. In our proof, we use the previous four lemmas and the fact that
IGe14 is generated by the 2-minors of the following ladder-like structure:
x0 x2 x5
x3 x4 x6 x9 x13
x7 x8 x10
x11 x12 x14
Proposition 3.2.13. Let τ = 10 and e = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0). Then the set of standard generators for
IGe14 , as given in 3.2.3, is not equal to the complete set of standard generators (up to sign) of any
(classical) lattice.
Proof. By choice of τ = 10 and e = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0), the generators of IGe14 are
t1 = x2x3 − x0x4 t2 = x3x5 − x0x6
t3 = x4x5 − x2x6 t4 = x5x7 − x2x8
t5 = x6x7 − x4x8 t6 = x7x9 − x4x10
t7 = x8x9 − x6x10 t8 = x9x11 − x6x12
t9 = x10x11 − x8x12 t10 = x11x13 − x6x14
t11 = x12x13 − x9x14
Suppose a lattice L exists whose complete set of standard generators (up to sign)
equals {t1, . . . , t11}. We note that if the monomial xixj does not appear in any of the tn,
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then {xi, xj} is a comparable pair, since otherwise ±(xixj − (xi ∨ xj)(xi ∧ xj)) would be
in the set of standard generators of L. Thus the pairs {x0, x7}, {x0, x8}, {x3, x7}, {x3, x8},
{x2, x9}, {x2, x10}, {x5, x9}, {x5, x10}, {x4, x11}, {x4, x12}, {x7, x11}, and {x7, x12} are com-
parable pairs in L. Let F ∈ F112 be defined as in 3.2.7. Then with natural relabeling of the
first nine relations, this lattice satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2.12, so the only cases
we need to consider are F = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a, b}.
Since F1 = 0, without loss of generality, we have x0 > {x2, x3} > x4. Then F3 = F5 =
F7 = F9 = 0, with the ordering chosen, yields
x2 > {x4, x5} > x6
x4 > {x6, x7} > x8
x6 > {x8, x9} > x10
x8 > {x10, x11} > x12
Case 1: Suppose b = F11 = 0. With the ordering chosen, this yields x9 > {x12, x13} > x14.
If {x10, x13} is an incomparable pair, we would have ±(x10x13 − (x10 ∨ x13)(x10 ∧ x13)) in
our set of standard generators, so {x10, x13}must be a comparable pair.
Case 1a: If x10 > x13, then x9 > x10 > {x12, x13} > x14, so that x12x13 − x9x14
is not a standard generator of L, but this is a contradiction.
Case 1b: If x10 < x13, then x12 < x10 < x13 so that both {x12, x13} and {x9, x14}
from t11 are comparable pairs, but this is a contradiction.
Case 2: Suppose b = F11 = 1. With the ordering chosen, this yields x13 > {x9, x14} > x12,
since x9 > x10 > x12. If {x10, x14} is an incomparable pair, we would have ±(x10x14 −
(x10 ∨ x14)(x10 ∧ x14)) in our set of standard generators, so {x10, x14}must be a compara-
ble pair.
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Case 2a: If x10 < x14, then x13 > {x9, x14} > x10 > x12, so that x12x13 − x9x14
is not a standard generator of L, but this is a contradiction.
Case 2b: If x10 > x14, then x14 < x10 < x9 so that both {x9, x14} and {x12, x13}
from t11 are comparable pairs, but this is a contradiction.
We conclude that there is no lattice whose complete set of standard generators (up to sign)
equals the set of standard generators of IGe14 .
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4 Properties of the Family of Toric Rings
In Chapter 3, we defined a family of toric rings, the toric rings R(τ, e) coming from the
family F ; we demonstrated some context for these rings in the area of graph theory.
Now we investigate some of the algebraic properties of R(τ, e). We develop proofs for
properties such as dimension and regularity and build a short exact sequence associated
with the family F .
4.1 Gröbner Basis and Initial Ideal
We use the the degree reverse lexicographic monomial ordering with x0 > x2 > x3 > . . .
throughout this chapter, and denote it by >. We show that the standard generators ti
given in Remark 3.2.3 are a Gröbner basis for IGeτ with respect to >.
Lemma 4.1.1. If t1, . . . , tτ+1 are as in Remark 3.2.3, then G = {t1, . . . , tτ+1} is a Gröbner basis
for IGeτ with respect to >.
Remark 4.1.2. We recall parts of Remark 3.2.3 verbatim here for use in the proof below.
The generators t1, . . . , tτ+1 for IGeτ may be summarized as follows. For even integers i
such that 2 ≤ i ≤ τ, set
t1 = x2x3 − xj1 x4
ti = xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4
ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4,
where the nonnegative integers jn are as in Remark 3.1.10, that is, j1 = j2 = 0, j3 = 2, and
for even i ≥ 4, we have
ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−2 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i− 1
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ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−1 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i.
Proof. We use Buchberger’s criterion, as described in Theorem 2.2.10 and show that in









and denote the reduced form of Si,j by Si,j. We note that Si,j = Sj,i up to sign, that Si,i = 0,
and that if ti and tj have no shared variables in their leading terms, then Si,j = 0.
As the even- and odd-indexed generators follow a different pattern, we consider just
even i and î with 0 ≤ {i, î} ≤ τ, obtaining odd indices as i + 1 and î + 1.
Case 1: First we consider Si,̂i for even i with 0 ≤ {i, î} ≤ τ. We have ti = xi+1xi+3− xji xi+4
and tî = xî+1xî+3 − x ĵi xî+4. The only case where ti and tî have shared variables in their
leading terms, without loss of generality, is when î = i + 2, for 2 ≤ i ≤ τ − 2. We have
Si,̂i = Si,i+2 = xi+5(xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4)− xi+1(xi+3xi+5 − xji+2 xi+6)
= xji+2 xi+1xi+6 − xji xi+4xi+5.
Case 1.1: If e(i+2)/2+1 = 0, then ji+2 = ji and ji+3 = i + 1, so
Si,i+2 = xji xi+1xi+6 − xji xi+4xi+5
and ti+3 = xi+4xi+5 − xi+1xi+6. Adding xji ti+3 yields Si,i+2 = 0.
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Case 1.2: If e(i+2)/2+1 = 1, then ji+2 = ji+1 and ji+3 = i + 2, so
Si,i+2 = xji+1 xi+1xi+6 − xji xi+4xi+5
and ti+3 = xi+4xi+5 − xi+2xi+6.
Case 1.2a: If i ≥ 4 and ei/2+1 = 0, then ji = ji−2 and ji+1 = i− 1, so
Si,i+2 = xi−1xi+1xi+6 − xji−2 xi+4xi+5
and ti−2 = xi−1xi+1 − xji−2 xi+2. Adding xji−2ti+3 yields
xi−1xi+1xi+6 − xji−2 xi+2xi+6,
and adding −xi+6ti−2 yields Si,i+2 = 0.
Case 1.2b: If i = 2, or i ≥ 4 and ei/2+1 = 1, then ji = ji−1 and ji+1 = i,
so
Si,i+2 = xixi+1xi+6 − xji−1 xi+4xi+5
and ti−1 = xixi+1 − xji−1 xi+2. Adding xji−1ti+3 yields
xixi+1xi+6 − xji−1 xi+2xi+6,
and adding −xi+6ti−1 yields Si,i+2 = 0.
Case 2: Now we consider Si+1,̂i. We have ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4 and
tî = xî+1xî+3 − x ĵi xî+4. The only cases where ti+1 and tî have shared variables in their
leading terms are when î = i and when î = i + 2.
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Case 2.1: Suppose î = i for even i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ τ. We have
Si+1,̂i = Si+1,i = xi+2(xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4)− xi+1(xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4)
= xji+1 xi+1xi+4 − xji xi+2xi+4.
Case 2.1.1: If i ≥ 4 and ei/2+1 = 0, then ji = ji−2 and ji+1 = i− 1, so
Si+1,i = xi−1xi+1xi+4 − xji−2 xi+2xi+4
and ti−2 = xi−1xi+1 − xji−2 xi+2. Adding −xi+4ti−2 yields Si+1,i = 0.
Case 2.1.2: If i = 2, or i ≥ 4 and ei/2+1 = 1, then ji = ji−1 and
ji+1 = i, so
Si+1,i = xixi+1xi+4 − xji−1 xi+2xi+4
and ti−1 = xixi+1 − xji−1 xi+2. Adding −xi+4ti−1 yields Si+1,i = 0.
Case 2.2: Suppose î = i + 2 for even i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ τ − 2. We have
Si+1,̂i = Si+1,i+2 = xi+5(xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4)− xi+2(xi+3xi+5 − xji+2 xi+6)
= xji+2 xi+2xi+6 − xji+1 xi+4xi+5.
Case 2.2.1: If i ≥ 2 and e(i+2)/2+1 = 0, then ji+2 = ji and ji+3 = i + 1,
so
Si+1,i+2 = xji xi+2xi+6 − xji+1 xi+4xi+5
and ti+3 = xi+4xi+5 − xi+1xi+6.
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Case 2.2.1a: If i ≥ 4 and ei/2+1 = 0, then ji = ji−2 and
ji+1 = i− 1, so
Si+1,i+2 = xji−2 xi+2xi+6 − xi−1xi+4xi+5
and ti−2 = xi−1xi+1 − xji−2 xi+2. Adding xi−1ti+3 yields
xji−2 xi+2xi+6 − xi−1xi+1xi+6,
and adding xi+6ti−2 yields Si+1,i+2 = 0.
Case 2.2.1b: If i = 2, or i ≥ 4 and ei/2+1 = 1, then ji = ji−1
and ji+1 = i, so
Si+1,i+2 = xji−1 xi+2xi+6 − xixi+4xi+5
and ti−1 = xixi+1 − xji−1 xi+2. Adding xiti+3 yields
xji−1 xi+2xi+6 − xixi+1xi+6,
and adding xi+6ti−1 yields Si+1,i+2 = 0.
Case 2.2.2: If i = 0, or i ≥ 2 and e(i+2)/2+1 = 1, then ji+2 = ji+1 and
ji+3 = i + 2, so
Si+1,i+2 = xji+1 xi+2xi+6 − xji+1 xi+4xi+5
and ti+3 = xi+4xi+5 − xi+2xi+6. Adding xji+1ti+3 yields Si+1,i+2 = 0.
Case 3: There is nothing to consider for Si+1,̂i+1, since the leading terms of
ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4 and tî+1 = xî+2xî+3 − x ĵi+1 xî+4 have no shared variables for i
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distinct from î.
Thus, G is a Gröbner basis for IGeτ with respect to >.
Corollary 4.1.3. The initial ideal for IGeτ with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic monomial
order > is
in> IGeτ = (x2x3, {xi+1xi+3, xi+2xi+3 | i even, 2 ≤ i ≤ τ}).
We also obtain the following corollary, establishing that R(τ, e) is Koszul, which be-
comes useful in Chapter 5.
Corollary 4.1.4. Since IGeτ has a quadratic Gröbner basis, the ring R(τ, e) is Koszul for all τ due
to [HHO18, Th 2.28]. This becomes relevant in Chapter 5.
Proof. This is clear; these are the leading terms of the standard generators for IGeτ from
Remark 4.1.2, established as a Gröbner basis in Lemma 4.1.1.
Remark 4.1.5. We note that in> IGeτ does not depend on e, which will be important for the
following sections.
4.2 Dimension and System of Parameters
We use the initial ideal in> IGeτ found in Corollary 4.1.3 and direct computation to show
that the Krull dimension dim R(τ, e) = τ/2 + 3. As a corollary, we obtain the projective
dimension of R(τ, e). We note that the Krull dimension, like the initial ideal, does not
depend on e. We refer the reader to Proposition 3.2.1 and Remark 4.1.2 for a reminder of




in the context of this dissertation.
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Theorem 4.2.1. The Krull dimension of R(τ, e) is
dim R(τ, e) = τ/2 + 3.
Proof. Let > be the degree reverse lexicographic monomial ordering with
x0 > x2 > x3 > · · · > xτ+4.
By Corollary 4.1.3, the initial ideal of IGeτ with respect to > is
in> IGeτ = (x2x3, {xi+1xi+3, xi+2xi+3 | i even, 2 ≤ i ≤ τ}).
Since S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) and S(τ)/IGeτ have the same Krull dimension by Proposition
2.2.6, it suffices to prove that
dim S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) = τ/2 + 3.
To see that the dimension is at least τ/2 + 3, we construct a chain of prime ideals in
S(τ) containing in> IGeτ . Since every monomial generator of in> IGeτ contains a variable
of odd index, we begin with Pτ = ({xk | k odd, 2 < k < τ + 4}), a prime ideal containing
in> IGeτ . Then we have the chain of prime ideals Pτ ( Pτ + (x0) ( Pτ + (x0, x2) ( Pτ +
(x0, x2, x4) ( · · · ( Pτ + ({xi | i even, 0 ≤ i ≤ τ + 4}). Since the list
x0, x2(1), x2(2), . . . , x2(τ/2+2)
contains τ/2 + 3 variables of even index, this chain has length τ/2 + 3, so that
dim S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) ≥ τ/2 + 3.
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To see that the dimension is at most τ/2+ 3, we find a sequence Xτ of τ/2+ 3 elements
in S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) such that
S(τ)/(in> IGeτ )
(Xτ)
has dimension zero. Let
Xτ = x0, x2 − x3, x4 − x5, . . . , xτ − xτ+1, xτ+2 − xτ+3, xτ+4
in S(τ), and take the quotient of S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) by (Xτ), where Xτ is the image of Xτ in
S(τ)/(in> IGeτ), to obtain the following. In the last step, we rewrite the quotient of S(τ)
and (in> IGeτ) + (Xτ) by (Xτ) by setting x0 and xτ+4 equal to 0 and replacing xi by xi+1





((in> IGeτ) + (Xτ))
∼=
S(τ)/(Xτ)
((in> IGeτ) + (Xτ))/(Xτ)
∼=
k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]
(x23, {xi+1xi+3, x2i+3 | i even, 2 ≤ i ≤ τ})
.
Now let
I = (x23, (x
2





k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]
I
has dimension zero by showing that k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]/
√
I has dimension zero,
since dim R/I = dim R/
√
I for an ideal I of a ring R. Since x2i+1 ∈ I for even i with
2 ≤ i ≤ τ + 2, we have
(x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3) ⊆
√




I = (x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3). Then
dim
k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]
I
= dim
k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]√
I
= dim
k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]
(x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3)
= 0.
Thus,
dim S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) ≤ τ/2 + 3.
We conclude that dim R(τ, e) = dim S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) = τ/2 + 3.
Corollary 4.2.2. The projective dimension of R(τ, e) over Q(τ) is
pd Q(τ)R(τ, e) = τ/2 + 1.
Proof. We know the Krull dimension of the polynomial ring Q(τ) is τ + 4. The result
follows from the fact that R(τ, e) is Cohen-Macaulay and from the graded version of the
Auslander-Buchsbaum formula.
Remark 4.2.3. The proof of the previous theorem shows that the image of
Xτ = x0, x2 − x3, x4 − x5, . . . , xτ − xτ+1, xτ+2 − xτ+3, xτ+4
in S(τ)/(in> IGeτ) (which we call Xτ) is a system of parameters for S(τ)/(in> IGeτ). We
prove in the next theorem that the image of Xτ in R(τ, e) (which we call Xτ) is also a
system of parameters for R(τ, e). Before doing so, we introduce some notation and a
definition which will allow us to better grapple with the quotient ring R(τ, e)/(Xτ).
Notation 4.2.4. In this dissertation, we have already seen some different quotient rings,
and we are about to extensively work with a quotient of a quotient ring. We use mathfrak
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notation X and I when we take the quotient by in> IGeτ and we use overline notation Xτ
for the image of
Xτ = x0, x2 − x3, x4 − x5, . . . , xτ − xτ+1, xτ+2 − xτ+3, xτ+4
from Remark 4.2.3 in the quotient R(τ, e) = S(τ)/IGeτ . When we take the quotient of
R(τ, e) by (Xτ), we introduce widehat notation for a ring R̂(τ, e) described below that
is isomorphic to R(τ, e)/Xτ. We find this notation natural since it is often used for the
removal of variables, and the quotient by Xτ may be viewed as identifying and removing
variables. Since this dissertation has no completions in it, there should be no conflict of
notation.




where Xτ is the image of Xτ from Remark 4.2.9 in R(τ, e). We use this ring extensively,
for the following theorem as well as throughout Section 4.3. To motivate the definition of
R(τ, e), note the following isomorphism:




We will define a ring Ŝ(τ) ∼= S(τ)/(Xτ) with an ideal ÎGeτ ∼= (IGeτ + (Xτ))/(Xτ) and set
R̂(τ, e) := Ŝ(τ)/ ÎGeτ .
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To define Ŝ(τ) and ÎGeτ , we view taking the quotient by (Xτ) as setting x0 and xτ equal
to 0 and replacing xi with xi+1 for even i. Then we obtain
Ŝ(τ) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3] ∼= S(τ)/(Xτ).
To define ÎGeτ , we recall the standard generators of IGeτ and introduce notation to de-
scribe the generators of ÎGeτ
∼= (IGeτ + (Xτ))/(Xτ). By Remark 4.1.2, the standard genera-
tors of IGeτ are
t1 = x2x3 − xj1 x4
ti = xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4
ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4,
for 2 ≤ i ≤ τ, where the nonnegative integers jn are as in Remark 3.1.10.
Let î be the largest even index such that ĵi = 0. By Remark 3.1.10, we see that for even
i, the ji are defined recursively and form a non-decreasing sequence. Then
j2 = j4 = j6 = · · · = ĵi = 0,
and since we view taking the quotient as setting x0(= xj1 = xj2) and xτ(= xjτ = xjτ+1)
equal to 0 in our system of parameters, we define ÎGeτ by replacing xjn with xJn , where
xJn =

0 if n is even and n ≤ î, or if n ∈ {1, τ, τ + 1}
xjn+1 if î < jn < τ and jn is even
xjn if jn is odd
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To define the generators for ÎGeτ , we set x0 and xτ equal to 0 and replace xi with xi+1 for
even i to obtain
t̂1 = x23 − xJ1 x5
t̂i = xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5
t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xJi+1 xi+5
for 2 ≤ i ≤ τ.
By properties of the original jn from Remark 3.1.10, we have the following:
• xJ1 = xJ2 = xJτ = xJτ+1 = 0, J3 = 3, and
• for even i ≥ 4,
* ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ xJi = xJi−2 ⇐⇒ Ji+1 = i− 1
* ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ xJi = xJi−1 ⇐⇒ Ji+1 = i + 1.
Example 4.2.6. For the graph G(0,0,0)4 ∈ F2 ⊂ F , we have the toric ring
R(4, e) =
k[x0, x2, x3, . . . , x8]
(x2x3 − x0x4, x3x5 − x0x6, x4x5 − x2x6, x5x7 − x0x8, x6x7 − x3x8)





from Example 3.1.3. We know





k[x0, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8]





5 − x3x7, x5x7, x27)
= R̂(4, e).
Remark 4.2.7. We may summarize the information in Definition 4.2.5 by saying that
R(τ, e)/(Xτ) ∼= R̂(τ, e) = Ŝ(τ)/ ÎGeτ ,
where
Ŝ(τ) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3],
and where ÎGeτ is generated by
t̂1 = x23 − xJ1 x5
t̂i = xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5
t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xJi+1 xi+5
for even i with 2 ≤ i ≤ τ, such that
• xJ1 = xJ2 = xJτ = xJτ+1 = 0, J3 = 3, and
• for even i ≥ 4,
* ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ xJi = xJi−2 ⇐⇒ Ji+1 = i− 1
* ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ xJi = xJi−1 ⇐⇒ Ji+1 = i + 1.
In particular, we note that for τ = 0 we obtain




and that for τ = 2 we obtain






Proposition 4.2.8. Let R(τ, e) = S(τ)/IGeτ , let
Xτ = x0, x2 − x3, x4 − x5, . . . , xτ − xτ+1, xτ+2 − xτ+3, xτ+4
so that Xτ, the image of Xτ in S(τ)/(in> IGeτ), is the system of parameters from Remark 4.2.3.
Then the image of Xτ in R(τ, e) is a system of parameters for R(τ, e).
Proof. Let Xτ be defined as above. Then by Theorem 4.2.1 and Definition 4.2.5 we need

















k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]
({t̂1, t̂i, t̂i+1 | i even, 2 ≤ i ≤ τ})
,
where
t̂1 = x23 − xJ1 x5
t̂i = xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5
t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xJi+1 xi+5.
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We know dim R̂(τ, e)) = dim Ŝ(τ)/ ÎGeτ = dim Ŝ(τ)/
√
ÎGeτ . We claim that
√
ÎGeτ = (x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3) .
This is clear for τ ∈ {0, 2}. For τ > 2, we will prove this by induction. Since t̂1 = x23 and
t̂τ+1 = x2τ+3 are in ÎGeτ , we have x3 ∈
√
ÎGeτ and xτ+3 ∈
√
ÎGeτ . Since









ÎGeτ , so that x5 ∈
√
ÎGeτ . Now suppose xi−1, xi+1 ∈
√
ÎGeτ for
some even i, 4 ≤ i ≤ τ − 2. Then
t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xJi+1 xi+5 ∈ ÎGeτ ⊆
√
ÎGeτ .
But xJi+1 ∈ {xi−1, xi+1} by Remark 4.2.7 and {xi−1, xi+1} ⊆
√
ÎGeτ by induction, so that
x2i+3 ∈
√
ÎGeτ , and hence we get xi+3 ∈
√
ÎGeτ . We conclude that
(x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3) ⊆
√
ÎGeτ ⊆ (x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3) ,
so
√
ÎGeτ = (x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3). Since R̂(τ, e) = Ŝ(τ)/
√
ÎGeτ
∼= k has dimension zero,
so does R(τ, e)/(Xτ). Thus, Xτ is a system of parameters for R(τ, e).
Corollary 4.2.9. With the same hypotheses as in Proposition 4.2.8, the image of
Xτ = x0, x2 − x3, x4 − x5, . . . , xτ − xτ+1, xτ+2 − xτ+3, xτ+4
in R(τ, e) is a regular sequence on R(τ, e).
Proof. We know by Proposition 4.2.8 that the image of Xτ in R(τ, e) is a linear system of
parameters. Since the rings R(τ, e) are Cohen-Macaulay (Corollary 3.2.2), we are done.
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4.3 Length, Multiplicity, and Regularity
In this section, we determine the multiplicity and Castelnuovo-Mumford regularity of
the toric rings R(τ, e) coming from graphs Geτ ∈ F by computing the length of the rings
R̂(τ, e) ∼= R̂(τ, e)/Xτ. We know by Proposition 4.2.8 that these rings are Artinian and by
Corollary 4.2.9 that Xτ is a linear regular sequence, which allows us to compute the mul-
tiplicity of the rings R(τ, e). As a corollary of Theorem 4.3.4, which establishes the Hilbert
function for R̂(τ, e), we obtain the multiplicity and regularity of R(τ, e). We also develop
an alternate graph-theoretic proof for the regularity of R(τ, e), which is included at the
end of this section. We refer the reader to the background for definitions of multiplicity
and regularity.
We begin with a lemma establishing a vector space basis for the ring
R̂(τ, e) ∼= R(τ, e)/(Xτ)
from Remark 4.2.7, which we use extensively for our results.
Lemma 4.3.1. The image of all squarefree monomials with only odd indices whose indices are at
least four apart, together with the image of 1k, forms a vector space basis of R̂(τ, e) over k.
Proof. We remind the reader of the definition of R̂(τ, e) and then find the initial ideal of
ÎGeτ and use Macaulay’s Basis Theorem to show that the desired representatives form a
basis of R̂(τ, e) as a vector space over k.
We recall for the reader that from Remark 4.2.7, we have
R(τ, e)/(Xτ) ∼= R̂(τ, e) = Ŝ(τ)/ ÎGeτ ,
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where
Ŝ(τ) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3],
and where ÎGeτ is generated by
t̂1 = x23 − xJ1 x5
t̂i = xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5
t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xJi+1 xi+5
for i even with 2 ≤ i ≤ τ, such that
• xJ1 = xJ2 = xJτ = xJτ+1 = 0, J3 = 3, and
• for even i ≥ 4,
* ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ xJi = xJi−2 ⇐⇒ Ji+1 = i− 1
* ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ xJi = xJi−1 ⇐⇒ Ji+1 = i + 1.
We first find a set of monomials with the desired property whose image is a basis in
the quotient Ŝ(τ)
in> ÎGeτ
by the initial ideal. By Macaulay’s Basis Theorem, which is Theorem
1.5.7 in [KR00], the image of these monomials in R̂(τ, e) is also a basis.
To find the initial ideal of ÎGeτ , we show that the given generators t̂n are a Gröbner
basis for ÎGeτ with respect to the degree reverse lexicographic order >. We do this by
applying Buchberger’s algorithm, and note cases where xJn = 0 affects the application of
the algorithm.
We use the notation LT(t̂n) to denote the leading term of a generator t̂n. We show that









We need not consider cases where gcd(LT(t̂m), LT(t̂n)) = 1, as Sm,n = 0 in these cases.
Then the only interesting cases involve Sn,n+1 and S2n,2n+2.
Case (i, i + 1): When 2 ≤ i ≤ τ and i is even, we have
Si,i+1 = xi+3(xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5)− xi+1(x
2
i+3 − xJi+1 xi+5)
= xJi+1 xi+1xi+5 − xJi xi+3xi+5.
Case (i, i + 1).1: If i = 2, then xJi = 0 and xJi+1 = 3, so we have
S2,3 = x23x7.
Since t̂1 = x23, adding −x7 t̂1 yields S2,3 = 0.
Case (i, i + 1).2: If i = τ, then xJi = xJi+1 = 0 and we are done.
Case (i, i + 1).3: If 2 < i < τ and ei/2+1 = 0, then xJi = xJi−2 and Ji+1 = i− 1,
so we have
Si,i+1 = xi−1xi+1xi+5 − xJi−2 xi+3xi+5.
Since t̂i−2 = xi−1xi+1 − xJi−2 xi+3, adding −xi+5 t̂i−2 yields Si,i+1 = 0.
Case (i, i + 1).4: If 2 < i < τ and ei/2+1 = 1, then xJi = xJi−1 and Ji+1 = i + 1,
so we have
Si,i+1 = x2i+1xi+5 − xJi−1 xi+3xi+5.
Since t̂i−1 = x2i+1 − xJi−1 xi+3, adding −xi+5 t̂i−1 yields Si,i+1 = 0.
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Case (i− 1, i): When 2 ≤ i ≤ τ and i is even, we have
Si−1,i = xi+3(x2i+1 − xJi−1 xi+3)− xi+1(xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5)
= xJi xi+1xi+5 − xJi−1 x
2
i+3.
Case (i− 1, i).1: If i = 2, then xJi = xJi−1 = 0 and we are done.
Case (i− 1, i).2: If i = τ, then xJτ = 0, so we have
Sτ−1,τ = −xJτ−1 x
2
τ+3.
Since t̂τ+1 = x2τ+3, adding xJτ−1 t̂τ+1 yields Sτ−1,τ = 0.
Case (i− 1, i).3: If 2 < i < τ and ei/2+1 = 0, then xJi = xJi−2 and Ji+1 = i− 1,
so t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xi−1xi+5 and we have
Si−1,i = xJi−2 xi+1xi+5 − xJi−1 x
2
i+3.
Adding xJi−1 t̂i+1 yields
Si−1,i = xJi−2 xi+1xi+5 − xJi−1 xi−1xi+5.
Case (i − 1, i).3.1: If in addition 4 < i < τ and e(i−2)/2+1 = 0, then
xJi−2 = xJi−4 and Ji−1 = i− 3, so we have
Si−1,i = xJi−4 xi+1xi+5 − xi−3xi−1xi+5.
Since t̂i−4 = xi−3xi−1 − xJi−4 xi+1, adding xi+5 t̂i−4 yields Si−1,i = 0.
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Case (i− 1, i).3.2: If in addition i = 4, or 4 < i < τ and e(i−2)/2+1 = 1,
then xJi−2 = xJi−3 and Ji−1 = i− 1, so we have
Si−1,i = xJi−3 xi+1xi+5 − x
2
i−1xi+5.
Since t̂i−3 = x2i−1 − xJi−3 xi+1, adding xi+5 t̂i−3 yields Si−1,i = 0.
Case (i− 1, i).4: If 2 < i < τ and ei/2+1 = 1, then xJi = xJi−1 and Ji+1 = i + 1,
so t̂i+1 = x2i+3 − xi+1xi+5 and we have
Si−1,i = xJi−1 xi+1xi+5 − xJi−1 x
2
i+3.
Adding xJi−1 t̂i+1 yields Si−1,i = 0.
Case (i, i + 2): When 2 ≤ i ≤ τ − 2 and i is even, we have
Si,i+2 = xi+5(xi+1xi+3 − xJi xi+5)− xi+1(xi+3xi+5 − xJi+2 xi+7)
= xJi+2 xi+1xi+7 − xJi x
2
i+5.
Case (i, i + 2).1: If i = 2, then xJi = 0, so we have
S2,4 = xJ4 x3x9.
If J4 = J2 = 0, we are done. If not, J4 = J3 = 3, so we have
S2,4 = x23x9.
Since t̂1 = x23, adding −x9 t̂1 yields S2,4 = 0.
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Case (i, i + 2).2: If i = τ − 2, then xJi+2 = 0, so we have
Sτ−2,τ = −xJτ−2 x
2
τ+3.
If Jτ−2 = 0, we are done. If not, since t̂τ+1 = x2τ+3, adding xJτ−2 t̂τ+1 yields
Sτ−2,τ = 0.
Case (i, i + 2).3: If 2 < i < τ − 2 and e(i+2)/2+1 = 0, then xJi+2 = xJi and
Ji+3 = i + 1, so t̂i+3 = x2i+5 − xi+1xi+7 and we have
Si,i+2 = xJi xi+1xi+7 − xJi x
2
i+5.
If xJi = 0, we are done. If not, adding xJi t̂i+3 yields Si,i+2 = 0.
Case (i, i + 2).4: If 2 < i < τ − 2 and e(i+2)/2+1 = 1, then xJi+2 = xJi+1 and
Ji+3 = i + 3, so t̂i+3 = x2i+5 − xi+3xi+7 and we have
Si,i+2 = xJi+1 xi+1xi+7 − xJi x
2
i+5.
Case (i, i + 2).4.1: If in addition ei/2+1 = 0, then xJi = xJi−2 and
Ji+1 = i− 1, so we have
Si,i+2 = xi−1xi+1xi+7 − xJi−2 x
2
i+5.
Since t̂i−2 = xi−1xi+1 − xJi−2 xi+3, adding −xi+7 t̂i−2 yields
Si,i+2 = xJi−2 xi+3xi+7 − xJi−2 x
2
i+5.
If Ji−2 = 0, we are done. If not, adding xJi−2 t̂i+3 yields Si,i+2 = 0.
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Case (i, i + 2).4.2: If in addition ei/2+1 = 1, then xJi = xJi−1 and
Ji+1 = i + 1, so we have
Si,i+2 = x2i+1xi+7 − xJi−1 x
2
i+5.
Since t̂i−1 = x2i+1 − xJi−1 xi+3, adding −xi+7 t̂i−1 yields
Si,i+2 = xJi−1 xi+3xi+7 − xJi−1 x
2
i+5.
Adding xJi−1 t̂i+3 yields Si,i+2 = 0.
Then the given generators t̂n are a Gröbner Basis for ÎGeτ with respect to the degree
reverse lexicographic monomial order >, so that
in> ( ÎGeτ) = (x
2
3, {xi+1xi+3, x2i+3 | i even, 2 ≤ i ≤ τ})
in the ring Ŝ(τ) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ+1, xτ+3]. Since in> ( ÎGeτ) consists precisely of all squares
of variables in Ŝ(τ) and all degree two products of variables whose indices differ by ex-
actly two, it follows that the image of the squarefree monomials whose indices are at least
four apart, together with the image of 1k, forms a basis for
Ŝ(τ)
in> ÎGeτ
. Then by Macaulay’s
Basis Theorem, the image of these monomials in R̂(τ, e) = Ŝ(τ)
ÎGeτ
is also a basis.
We first use the lemma above to establish facts about the vector space dimensions
of degree n pieces of R̂(τ, e), which are applied further below to establish length and
multiplicity.
Notation 4.3.2. Throughout this section, we use dτ,n := dimk(R̂(τ, e))n for the vector
space dimension of the degree n piece of R̂(τ, e), that is, for the nth coefficient in the
Hilbert series of R̂(τ, e). By Lemma 4.3.1, these are independent of e.
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We establish a recursive relationship on these dimensions by introducing a short exact
sequence of vector spaces.
Lemma 4.3.3. For τ ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1, the vector space dimension dτ,n = dimk(R̂(τ, e))n satisfies
the recursive relationship
dτ,n = dτ−2,n + dτ−4,n−1.
Proof. We use the vector space bases defined in Lemma 4.3.1. We note that the basis
elements described are actually monomial representatives (which do not depend on e) of
equivalence classes (which do depend on e), but we suppress this and speak as if they
are monomials, not depending on e. We then take the liberty of suppressing e in what
follows, for convenience. We recall for the reader that
Ŝ(τ) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ−3, xτ−1, xτ+1, xτ+3]
̂Q(τ − 2) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ−3, xτ−1, xτ+1]
̂Q(τ − 4) = k[x3, x5, . . . , xτ−3, xτ−1]
Let xτ+3 : ( ̂R(τ − 4))n−1 → (R̂(τ))n be multiplication by xτ+3, and let
x̂τ+3 : (R̂(τ))n → ( ̂R(τ − 2))n be defined by
x̂τ+3(b) =

b if xτ+3 - b
0 if xτ+3 | b.
for a basis element b. We note that these vector space maps are well-defined, since 1k or a
squarefree monomial with odd indices at least four apart will have an output of 0, 1k, or
a monomial with the same properties. We show that the following sequence is exact.
0 // ( ̂R(τ − 4))n−1
xτ+3 // (R̂(τ))n
x̂τ+3// ( ̂R(τ − 2))n // 0
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Clearly, multiplication by xτ+3 is injective. Any element in ( ̂R(τ − 2))n is not divisible
by xτ+3, so is its own preimage under x̂τ+3. Then the map x̂τ+3 is surjective. It is easy to
see that im xτ+3 ⊆ ker x̂τ+3. Now let b ∈ ker x̂τ+3. Then either b = 0 or b is a nonzero
monomial such that xτ+3|b. Since b is squarefree, it follows that b is in im xτ+3. We
conclude that the above sequence is exact, and in particular, that
dτ,n = dτ−2,n + dτ−4,n−1.
Applying Lemma 4.3.3 and induction, we achieve the following closed formula for the
coefficients of the Hilbert series of R̂(τ, e).
Theorem 4.3.4. If R(τ, e) = S(τ)/IGeτ and R̂(τ, e)
∼= R(τ, e)/(Xτ), we have
dimk(R̂(τ, e))n =







(τ + 2j− 4(n− 1)) 1 ≤ n ≤ τ/4 + 1
0 else.
Proof. We show this by induction, using Notation 4.3.2. We begin with the base cases
n ≤ 2 and τ ∈ {0, 2}, then proceed by induction. It is clear that dτ,n = 0 for n < 0. It is
also clear that dτ,0 = 1, generated by 1k. By Lemma 4.3.1 and by the fact that R̂(τ, e) is a
graded quotient, every nonzero element of positive degree n can be represented uniquely
as a sum of degree n squarefree monomials with odd indices whose indices are at least
four apart. Then (R̂(τ, e))1 is generated by the images of all the odd variables
x3, x2(1)+3, . . . , x2( τ2 )+3
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(τ + 2j− 4(1− 1))
matches the given formula.
Now we establish the base cases τ = 0 and τ = 2 and use a preliminary induction
to establish the last base case n = 2. We obtain d0,n and d2,n by recognizing that the first
monomial of degree two with odd indices at least four apart is x3x7, which does not exist
until τ = 4, so that
d0,n =







1 n = 0
2 n = 1
0 else
.
We recall by Lemma 4.3.3 that we have the recursive relationship
dτ,n = dτ−2,n + dτ−4,n−1
for τ ≥ 4 and n ≥ 1.
We use a preliminary induction and the above relationship to establish our last base
case, when τ ≥ 4 and n = 2. Suppose that T ≥ 4 and the desired formula holds for τ < T.
Then we have
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(T + 2j− 4(1)),
as desired.
This gives us the following table of base cases for dτ,n, which match the given formula:
τ \ n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 · · ·
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 · · ·
4 1 3 1
6 1 4 3





Given our base cases and the above recursion, this establishes dτ,n for all τ and for all
n. It remains to show that this inductive relationship yields the formula
dτ,n =







(τ + 2j− 4(n− 1)) 1 ≤ n ≤ τ/4 + 1
0 else
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in general. Suppose that T ≥ 4 and N ≥ 2, and that we have established the formula for
τ < T and n ≤ N.










4 + 1. By
induction, we have
































































(T + 2j− 4(N − 1))
)







(T + 2j− 4(N − 1)),
as desired.
For the special case where N = T4 + 1, there is only one possible unique representation






























4 + 1 and
N > T+24 =
T−2
4 + 1, so that dT,N = dT−2,N + dT−4,N−1 = 0 by induction.
Remark 4.3.5. We note from the proof of the above theorem a few facts for future refer-
ence. For τ ≡ 0 mod 4, we have in the above proof that d(τ, τ4 + 1) = 1, and by our base
cases, we have `(R̂(0, e)) = 1 + 1 = 2 and `(R̂(2, e)) = 1 + 2 = 3. Taking the Fibonacci
sequence F(n) with F(0) = 0 and F(1) = 1, we have F(2) = 1, F(3) = 2, and F(4) = 3, so
that
`(R̂(0, e)) = F(3)
`(R̂(2, e)) = F(4).
These facts become useful in the following corollary as well as in coming results concern-
ing the lengths of the R̂(τ, e).
We have now established the dimension of every graded piece of R̂(τ, e). We use the
following fact in the proof of our next result.
Remark 4.3.6. If S is a polynomial ring with an ideal B such that S/B is Artinian, then
reg S/B over S is equal to
N = max{n | (S/B)n 6= 0},
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the top nonzero degree of S/B; see for example [Pee11], Theorem 18.4. We use this below
to determine reg R̂(τ, e). Furthermore, if an ideal J in a standard graded ring R = S/I is
generated by a linear regular sequence, then reg R = reg R/J over S. Indeed, this may
be seen from iterated graded short exact sequences coming from regular elements; see for
example Corollary 18.7 (2) and (3) and Exercise 18.8 (1) from [Pee11]. Then reg R(τ, e) =
reg R̂(τ, e), which we use below.
Corollary 4.3.7. For Geτ ∈ F ,
reg R(τ, e) = bτ/4c+ 1.
Proof. We first find reg R̂(τ, e) by determining the top nonzero degree of R̂(τ, e). By Theo-











+ 1, provided dτ,bτ/4c+1 6= 0. By Remark 4.3.5,
d(τ, τ4 + 1) = 1 6= 0 when τ ≡ 0 mod 4, so suppose τ ≡ 2 mod 4. We have





























for 0 < τ ≡ 2 mod 4. We conclude by Remark 4.3.6 that
reg R(τ, e) = ̂reg R(τ, e) = bτ/4c+ 1.
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We see from the previous proof that the top nonzero degree of the ring R̂(τ, e) is
bτ/4c+ 1, which was used to establish the regularity of R(τ, e). For an alternate proof of
the regularity of R(τ, e) which uses different machinery and more graph-theoretic prop-
erties, see the end of this section.
In the following, we first compute the lengths of the dimension zero rings R̂(τ, e),
and then show a closed form for the multiplicity of our original rings R(τ, e) by using
a Fibonacci relationship between the lengths of the rings R̂(τ, e) and applying Binet’s











In the theorem and corollaries which follow, we suppress e for convenience, since the
statements are independent of e. We warn the reader that e will also be used for multi-
plicity in the corollaries; we trust that context and placement will minimize confusion.
Proposition 4.3.8. The lengths of the rings R(τ) satisfy the recursive formula
`(R̂(τ)) = `( ̂R(τ − 2)) + `( ̂R(τ − 4))























Proof. Again, we use Notation 4.3.2. By our iterative formula, since dτ,0 = 1 in general,


































= `( ̂R(τ − 2)) + `( ̂R(τ − 4)),
where the third equality follows from Lemma 4.3.3.
Now we will show the second statement. For our base cases, we see from Remark 4.3.5
that `(R̂(0)) = F(3) = F(02 + 3) and that `(R̂(2)) = F(4) = F(
2
2 + 3).











































as desired. The closed form for `(R̂(τ)) follows directly from Binet’s formula for the
Fibonacci sequence.
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Corollary 4.3.9. For even τ ≥ 4, there is an equality of multiplicities e(R̂(τ)) = e( ̂R(τ − 2)) +
e( ̂R(τ − 4)).
Proof. We have established the length of the Artinian rings R̂(τ), and hence the multiplic-
ity e(R̂(τ)).
Corollary 4.3.10. For even τ ≥ 4, there is an equality of multiplicities























Proof. To obtain the multiplicity of R(τ), we look at R̂(τ) = R(τ)/(Xτ), which by Propo-
sition 4.2.8 and Corollary 4.2.9 is the Artinian quotient of R(τ) by a linear regular se-
quence. By a standard result, we may calculate length along the obvious short exact
sequences coming from multiplication by elements of our regular sequence to obtain the
equality
HilbR(τ)(t)(1− t)d = HilbR̂(τ)(t),
where d is the Krull dimension of R(τ). We refer the reader to Definition 2.1.12 for the
definition of multiplicity we use in this dissertation. It follows immediately that
e(R(τ)) = HilbR(τ)(t)(1− t)d
∣∣
t=1 = HilbR̂(τ)(1) = `(R̂(τ)).
We are done by Proposition 4.3.8.
We reintroduce e and spend the remainder of this section providing an alternate
graph-theoretic proof for the regularity reg R̂(τ, e).
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Alternate proof of Corollary 4.3.7. We first show that
reg IGeτ ≤ bτ/4c+ 2.
By Proposition 3.1.12, we recall that the graph Geτ is chordal bipartite with vertex biparti-











and that Geτ does not have any vertices of degree 1. Then by Theorem 4.9 of [BOVT17],
we have















We now show that reg IGeτ ≥ bτ/4c+ 2. Since IGeτ is homogeneous and in> IGeτ consists
of squarefree monomials, Corollary 2.7 of [CV18] states that reg in> IGeτ = reg IGeτ , so it
suffices to prove that reg in> IGeτ ≥ bτ/4c + 2. The ideal in> IGeτ can be viewed as the
edge ideal of a simple graph, a “comb” with τ/2+ 1 tines, with consecutive odd variables















We know from Theorem 6.5 of [HVT08] that the regularity of an edge ideal is bounded
below by the number of edges in any induced matching plus one, so we choose bτ/4c+ 1
edges (tines) corresponding to certain odd variables that create an induced matching. By
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beginning with the x3-tine and choosing every other tine corresponding to the variables
x3, x3+4(1), . . . , x3+4(bτ/4c),
we obtain bτ/4c+ 1 edges that are an induced matching, so we have
reg in> IGeτ ≥ bτ/4c+ 2,
as desired.
We conclude that reg IGeτ = bτ/4c+ 2, and hence that reg R(τ, e) = bτ/4c+ 1.
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5 DG-Algebra Resolution of k
In the local setting, a minimal Tate resolution, or acyclic closure, of the residue field k
is constructed abstractly and is generally difficult to find explicitly, but has advantages
when it is explicit, in that it is useful for constructing the cotangent complex, which plays
a central role in derived algebraic geometry in characteristic zero. In the graded setting,
the dual of the Priddy complex is more concrete and provides a minimal graded reso-
lution of k over a Koszul k-algebra, but does not have the same connections to derived
algebraic geometry. This can be localized to provide a minimal resolution of k over the
local ring. Since these two complexes are minimal, they are known to be isomorphic, so
are both dg-algebra resolutions of k over the local ring. Our goal is to find the Tate resolu-
tion by identifying elements inside the dual of the Priddy complex that correspond under
such an isomorphism to variables in a minimal Tate resolution, in hopes that their explicit
nature might be useful for analysis and future computations, such as the construction of
the cotangent complex.
To do this, we compare two minimal resolutions of k over the localization R(τ, e)m of
the rings R(τ, e), an acyclic closure and the localization of the dual of the Priddy complex,
which is a resolution since R(τ, e) is Koszul (Corollary 4.1.4) via the algebra
ExtR(τ,e)(k, k) ∼= ExtR(τ,e)m(k, k).
We use known isomorphisms to identify R(τ, e)⊥, constructed in the formation of the
Priddy complex, with the universal enveloping algebra ExtR(τ,e)(k, k) of the homotopy
Lie algebra π(R(τ, e)m) of R(τ, e)m, which we call π(τ, e). A basis of π(τ, e) is known to
correspond to the Tate variables in a minimal resolution of k over R(τ, e)m. We explicitly
construct such a basis.
In Section 5.1, we explain the connection between the Tate resolution and the Priddy
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complex by connecting them through isomorphisms to ExtR(τ,e)(k, k) = U(π(τ, e)). We
make the connection explicit by recalling how π(τ, e) corresponds to the vector space
generated by the Tate variables within the second set of isomorphisms in Section 5.1.
In Section 5.2, we explicitly compute the Koszul dual R(τ, e)⊥ and the Priddy complex
for R(τ, e). In Section 5.3, we define a Lie algebra L(τ, e) in R(τ, e)⊥ and show in Re-
mark 5.3.1 that it is isomorpic to π(τ, e). In Section 5.4, we provide the necessary back-
ground for Section 5.5, where we find an explicit basis for L(τ, e) which corresponds to
the Tate variables in an acyclic closure of k over R(τ, e)m, in Corollary 5.5.2. Throughout
this section, char k = 0, and we order monomials in the dual associative algebra k〈X∗〉 =
k〈z0, z2, z3, . . . , zτ+4〉 using the lexicographic ordering with z0 > z2 > z3 > · · · > zτ+4.
5.1 Isomorphisms
In this section, we recall the isomorphisms between ExtR(τ,e)(k, k) and R(τ, e)⊥ as alge-
bras (see for example [Eis89], Exercise 17.22.f), then between ExtR(τ,e)(k, k) and the k-
vector space generated by all monomials in the Tate variables. The associative algebra
ExtR(τ,e)(k, k) is known to be the universal enveloping algebra of π(τ, e), the homotopy
Lie algebra of R(τ, e)m. For ease of notation, we replace R(τ, e) with R and π(τ, e) with
π(Rm) throughout, where m is the homogeneous maximal ideal of R.
We recall for the reader the notion of a universal enveloping algebra for a Lie alge-
bra. For a Lie algebra L, there is a unique universal enveloping algebra U(L), given by
allowing associative multiplication between all elements of L and identifying [a, b] with
ab− (−1)|a||b|ba in U(L). Going from U(L) to L is more subtle; we describe it in partic-
ular for U(L) = ExtR(k, k) and L = π(Rm) in the third set of isomorphisms below. For
further exposition, see [Avr98, Ch 10]. The Lie algebra L is embedded in U(L) by the
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem; see, for example, [Bre14, Th 7.1].
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We use explicit isomorphisms from [Avr98] to demonstrate the known fact that the
homotopy Lie algebra π(Rm) is isomorphic as a vector space to the vector space generated
over k by the Tate variables in a natural way.
Let P = R⊗k R⊥ be the Priddy complex of R; for background on Koszul algebras and
the Priddy complex, see Section 2.4. Since R is Koszul ( 4.1.4), the dual of the Priddy com-
plex, P∗R , is a minimal resolution of k over R, the R-basis of which is given by the k-basis
of the quadratic dual algebra R⊥; see, for example, [Eis89, Ex 17.22]. Then we have the fol-
lowing known string of algebra isomorphisms between the associative algebras ExtR(k, k)
and R⊥, since there is an algebra structure on P = R⊗k R⊥, or equivalently, since there
is a coalgebra structure on P∗R . Then we can understand ExtR(k, k) by investigating R⊥,
and will spend most of this chapter working with R⊥. We have
Ext•R(k, k) ∼= H(HomR(P∗R• , k))
∼= HomR(P∗R• , k)
∼= HomR(HomR(P•, R), k)
∼= HomR(HomR(R⊗k R⊥• , R), k)
∼= HomR(Homk(R⊥• , HomR(R, R)), k)
∼= HomR(Homk(R⊥• , R), k)
∼= HomR(R⊗k Homk(R⊥• , k), k)
∼= HomR(R⊗k (R⊥• )∗k , k)
∼= Homk((R⊥)




where the seventh isomorphism comes from the fact that R is flat over k and that R⊥• is
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finitely generated as a k-module. Since a minimal Tate resolution Rm〈Y〉 of k over Rm with
set of Tate variables Y is also a minimal resolution of k over Rm, we have
R⊥• ∼= Ext•R(k, k)
∼= H(HomRm(Rm〈Y〉•, k))
∼= HomRm(Rm〈Y〉•, k)
∼= HomRm(Rm ⊗k k〈Y〉•, k)
∼= Homk(k〈Y〉•, HomRm(Rm, k))
∼= Homk(k〈Y〉•, k)
∼= k〈Y〉∗k• ,
so that R⊥ is isomorphic as a k-vector space to that generated by all monomials in Y, the
set of Tate variables. We note that these isomorphisms are not algebra isomorphisms,
since there is not an algebra structure on k〈Y〉∗k .
Within the above set of isomorphisms, π(Rm) is isomorphic as a vector space to that
generated by the Tate variables. For a reference, we use the proof of Theorem 10.2.1 parts





= HDerγk (k〈Y〉•, k)




where DerγS(S〈Y〉, B), the set of S-linear Γ-derivations from the S-algebra S〈Y〉 to the
S〈Y〉]-module B, naturally sits inside HomS(S〈Y〉, B), so that this set of isomorphisms
sits naturally inside the previous set. For more information on Γ-derivations, see [Avr98],
Remark 6.2.2.
Remark 5.1.1. We are free to make whatever choice we wish for the acyclic closure Rm〈Y〉
in the above sets of isomorphisms. We exploit this in Remark 5.3.1 to show that the Lie
algebra L(τ, e) that we will define is isomorphic to the homotopy Lie algebra π(τ, e) of
R(τ, e).
We see then that the duals of the Tate variables are identified with a vector space basis
of π(Rm) inside R⊥. Dualizing, the Tate variables correspond to the dual of this basis for
π(Rm), which sits inside of (R⊥)∗k . In this way, we identify within the Priddy complex
elements corresponding to the Tate variables in a minimal Tate resolution.
5.2 The Priddy Complex
In this section, we construct the Priddy complex P = R(τ, e)⊗k R(τ, e)⊥ for R(τ, e). We
first construct R(τ, e)⊥ and then state the minimal resolution of k over R(τ, e) obtained
from it. For background on Koszul algebras and the Priddy complex, see Section 2.4.
5.2.1 Construction of the Quadratic Dual Algebra
We recall for the reader from Remark 3.2.3 that for 2 ≤ i ≤ τ,
t1 = x2x3 − xj1 x4
ti = xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4
ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4
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are the standard generators for the ideal IGeτ .
We rewrite the quadratic algebra R(τ, e) = k[X]IGeτ
as a quotient of the noncommutative
polynomial ring k〈X〉 in the set of variables X = {x0, x2, . . . , xτ+4}, so that we may define
R(τ, e)⊥. Let Qτ,e ⊂ k〈X〉 be defined by
Qτ,e = {ab− ba, dg− e f | for a, b, d, e, f , g ∈ X as below},
where a > b and d > e > f > g with d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗ = tn for some 1 ≤ n ≤ τ + 1. These
elements are linearly independent. Indeed, beginning with a basis {ab, ba | a > b} for
k〈X〉, we easily obtain a basis {ab, ab− ba, dg− e f , dg− gd | a > b, ab 6= dg}, of which














+ (τ + 1).
We are now going to find a basis Q⊥τ,e ⊂ k〈X∗〉 for the perpendicular subspace (Qτ)⊥
to define the quadratic dual algebra R(τ, e)⊥. Let Ωτ be defined as follows:
Ωτ = {ab + ba, c2, dg + gd + e f + f e | a, b, c, d, e, f , g ∈ X∗ are as below}
where
• a > b and d > e > f > g,
• ab 6= dg and ab 6= e f for any tn = d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗, and
• d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗ = tn for some 1 ≤ n ≤ τ + 1.
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Then all of the elements of Ωτ are orthogonal to all of the elements of Qτ,e, and so we
have a containment of subspaces (Ωτ) ⊆ (Qτ,e)⊥, and we now argue by cardinality to






− 2(τ + 1)
)
+ (τ + 4) + (τ + 1).












− 2(τ + 1)
)






+ (τ + 4)
= (τ + 4)(τ + 3) + (τ + 4)
= (τ + 4)2
= dimk(k〈X〉)2.
Since (Ωτ) ⊆ (Qτ,e)⊥, we conclude that (Ωτ) = (Qτ,e)⊥, so that Ωτ may be taken to be





where Q⊥τ,e = Ωτ above.








Then by the above construction, Q0,0 contains the elements
x0x2 − x2x0, x0x3 − x3x0, x0x4 − x4x0, x2x3 − x3x2, x2x4 − x4x2, x3x4 − x4x3, x2x3 − x0x4
and Q⊥0,0 contains the elements






4, z0z4 + z4z0 + z2z3 + z3z2.
We return to this ring in Example 5.5.4.
5.2.2 Minimal Resolution
We replace R(τ, e) with R in the display for simplicity, and let x∗n = zn for n = 0 and
2 ≤ n ≤ τ + 4. Then the Priddy complex P = R(τ, e)⊗k R(τ, e)⊥ is
P = R→ R⊗k kX∗ → R⊗k R⊥2 → · · · → R⊗k R⊥d → · · ·




Since R is Koszul, the R-dual of this complex is a minimal resolution of k over R.
5.3 Explicit Correspondence with Tate Variables
We now develop an explicit correspondence with the Tate variables by using what is
known about Lie algebras and their universal enveloping algebras in this setting.
We first note that there is a natural Lie algebra L embedded in R(τ, e)⊥ = k〈X∗〉/〈Q⊥τ,e〉
since the generators of Q⊥τ,e from Section 5.2.1 may all be written as elements in Lie(X∗),
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where we recall that the Lie bracket [u, v] in Lie(X∗) embeds as uv − (−1)|u||v|vu (still
denoted by [u, v]) in the associative algebra k〈X∗〉 and that char k = 0. Then we have
Q⊥τ,e = {ab + ba, c2, dg + gd + e f + f e | a, b, c, d, e, f , g ∈ X∗ are as below}
= {[a, b], 1
2
[c, c], [d, g] + [e, f ] | a, b, c, d, e, f , g ∈ X∗ are as below}
where
• a > b and d > e > f > g,
• ab 6= dg and ab 6= e f for any tn = d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗, and
• d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗ = tn for some 1 ≤ n ≤ τ + 1.
It is easy to check that these bracket generators are written in terms of the basis for Lie(X∗)
of super-Lyndon-Shirshov monomials given in Remark 5.4.7. The bracket version of Q⊥τ,e











In fact, it is known that with this setup, R(τ, e)⊥ is the universal enveloping algebra of
L(τ, e); see for example Theorem 2.8 of [BKLM99]. We show in the following remark that
a dual basis for L(τ, e) can be taken to be the Tate variables in an acyclic closure of R(τ, e),
and via the isomorphisms in Section 5.1 and Remark 5.1.1, that L(τ, e) is the homotopy
Lie algebra of R(τ, e)m.
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Remark 5.3.1. We show that L(τ, e) is isomorphic to the homotopy Lie algebra π(τ, e)
of R(τ, e)m. That is, we show that a dual basis for L(τ, e) may be taken to be the Tate
variables in an acyclic closure, and by Remark 5.1.1 and the preceding isomorphisms,
this shows that L(τ, e) is indeed the homotopy Lie algebra π(τ, e).
We know that as the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra,
R(τ, e)⊥ = (U(L(τ, e))
is known to be a Hopf algebra, so that its dual U(L(τ, e))∗k has an algebra structure. Let Y
be a dual k-vector space basis for L(τ, e). By a dual version of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt
Theorem [Blo85, Th 4.9, Prop 4.10], we have an isomorphism of algebras
U(L(τ, e))∗k ∼= k〈Y〉,
where k〈Y〉 is the free Γ-algebra on Y. We now show that Y may be taken to be the Tate
variables in an acyclic closure of R(τ, e)m, where we replace R(τ, e) with R and L(τ, e)
with L below for simplicity. Let P be the Priddy complex of R. We have




By Lemma 13 of [Bri18], the free product on R〈Y〉 is compatible with the differential on
the dual Priddy complex under these isomorphisms, making this an isomorphism of dg-
algebras. Then the localization of R〈Y〉 at m is in fact an acyclic closure of Rm, since P∗R is
a minimal graded resolution.
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Noting Remark 5.1.1, we see that with the choice of Tate resolution Rm〈Y〉 as above,
we have L(τ, e) = π(τ, e), the homotopy Lie algebra of R(τ, e)m. These isomorphisms
also show that the Lie basis (which we determine in Corollary 5.5.2), sits very naturally
inside the dual of the Priddy complex given in Section 5.2.2. In this way, when we localize,
Corollary 5.5.2 gives an explicit Tate resolution.
5.4 Necessary Background for Lie Basis
We use a Gröbner-Shirshov basis (generating set) for the defining ideal of L(τ, e) to de-
velop an explicit k-vector space basis for L(τ, e). The following definitions and notes pro-
vide the background necessary to understand Gröbner-Shirshov bases and one method
that may be used to verify such a basis, which we use in Section 5.5. We particularly
refer the reader to [Oha], which we used extensively when compiling this information,
and where much of the following may be found. We explain what a Gröbner-Shirshov
basis of a defining ideal of an associative algebra is, but do not go into detail for what a
Gröbner-Shirshov basis of a defining ideal of a Lie algebra is, as we do not need it in our
treatment. For more elementary background, see Section 2.5, and for further details, see
[BKLM99].
Definition 5.4.1. Let G be a generating set for an ideal J in Lie(X) and c a monomial in
k〈X〉. Then we say f ≡ 0 mod (G, c) if f −∑ni=1 αiaigibi = 0 and LT(aigibi) < c for each
i, where gi ∈ G, where ai, bi, c are monomials in k〈X〉, and where αi ∈ k.
There are two kinds of composition which apply to gi, gj ∈ G when certain conditions
are met. We note that c is unique for some (i, j)-pairs, but that others may have multiple
possibilities for c (for example, gi = yx2 and gj = x2y could have c = yx2y or c = yx3y in
the first type of composition below).
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Definition 5.4.2. If
LT(gi)a = bLT(gj) = c
for some monomials a, b in k〈X〉 with |LT(gi)| > |b|, then the composition of intersection
(gi, gj)c is gia − bgj. That is, c characterizes an overlap c′ between gi and gj such that
bc′a = c.
If
LT(gi) = aLT(gj)b = c
for some monomials a, b, then the composition of inclusion (gi, gj)c is gi − agjb.
In other cases, these compositions are not defined.
We note that in both cases, LT(gi, gj)c < c
Definition 5.4.3. We say that G = {g1, . . . , gm} is closed under associative composition if
(gi, gj)c ≡ 0 mod (G, c) for every i, j, and c.
Definition 5.4.4. A Gröbner-Shirshov basis for an ideal I in k〈X〉 generated by elements in
Lie(X) is a generating set G = {g1, . . . , gm} for I that is closed under associative compo-
sition.
Such a generating set will give us particular results about the algebra Lie(X)/J, where
J is the Lie ideal generated by G, but before stating them it would be prudent to define
a particular k-vector space basis for the free Lie algebra Lie(X) and the notion of an G-
reduced (Lie) monomial.
Definition 5.4.5. We define below a basis for Lie(X) consisting of Lie monomials coming
from nonassociative monomials of k〈X〉, that is, noncommutative monomials in k〈X〉 that
are grouped pairwise. For example, a(bc) 6= (ab)c as nonassociative monomials for vari-
ables a, b, and c. We say u > v or u = v as nonassociative monomials if this is true in the
lexicographic ordering in k〈X〉 when we forget the nonassociative structure (remove the
parentheses).
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Definition 5.4.6 involves an iterative construction of such monomials, and Remark
5.4.7 shows how this creates a basis of Lie monomials with a unique bracket structure.
Definition 5.4.6. A nonassociative monomial w of k〈X〉 with |w| ≥ 1 is a Lyndon-Shirshov
monomial if w ∈ X, or
• if w = uv, then u and v are Lyndon-Shirshov monomials with u > v,
• if w = (xy)v, then y ≤ v.
A nonempty, nonassociative monomial w is a super-Lyndon Shirshov monomial if w is a
Lyndon-Shirshov monomial or if w = vv for a Lyndon-Shirshov monomial v of odd
length.
Remark 5.4.7. There is a unique bracket arrangement for each super-Lyndon-Shirshov
monomial w which yields a correspondence between super-Lyndon-Shirshov monomials
and a basis of Lie monomials for Lie(X), which we call super-Lyndon-Shirshov Lie monomi-
als. One forms such a basis for Lie(X) via the following inductive process (see [BMPZ92,
Lemma 1.8]):
• If w ∈ X, then w corresponds to the Lie monomial w in Lie(X).
• If w = uv for u > v Lyndon-Shirshov monomials, where u corresponds to the Lie
monomial U and v corresponds to the Lie monomial V, then w = uv corresponds to
the Lie monomial [U, V].
• If w = vv for a Lyndon-Shirshov monomial v of odd length, and v corresponds to
the Lie monomial V, then w corresponds to the Lie monomial 12 [V, V].
The conditions in the definition of a Lyndon-Shirshov monomial ensure that such bracket
arrangements form a basis.
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Definition 5.4.8. We say a monomial m in k〈X〉 is G-reduced if m 6= aLT(s)b for any g ∈ G
and for any monomials a, b ∈ k〈X〉. We say the same for a Lie monomial if it corresponds
to an G-reduced monomial via the above correspondence.
We combine results from Theorem 2.8 and 2.10 of [BKLM99] to obtain the following:
Theorem 5.4.9. If G is a monic generating set for an ideal J of Lie(X) and G is a Gröbner-
Shirshov basis for the ideal it generates in k〈X〉, then the residue classes of Lie monomials which
correspond to G-reduced super-Lyndon-Shirshov monomials form a k-basis for Lie(X)/J.
In their treatment, the authors use the notion of a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for an ideal
in the Lie algebra as well as one for an ideal in the universal enveloping algebra. We do
not define or explain the Lie version since it is not central to this dissertation.
5.5 Explicit Lie basis
We now go about constructing a basis for L(τ, e) using the theory of Gröbner-Shirshov
bases. By Theorem 5.4.9 from [BKLM99], since Q⊥τ,e has generators in Lie(X∗), if it is a
Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the ideal it generates in the associative algebra k〈X∗〉, then






which we know corresponds to the Tate variables in the acyclic closure by the isomor-
phisms in Section 5.1 and by Remark 5.3.1.
Our strategy, then, is to show that the set Q⊥τ,e is closed under associative composition,
since this will show that it is a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the ideal 〈Q⊥τ,e〉 defining the
associative algebra R(τ, e)⊥. In our case, every leading term of the associative version of
Q⊥τ,e has degree two and is distinct, so there are no compositions of inclusion to check;
it suffices to check that each composition of intersection is equivalent to zero modulo
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(Q⊥τ,e, c) for every monomial c in k〈X∗〉, which we will do in the proof of the theorem
below, which follows at the end of this section.
Theorem 5.5.1. The elements of Q⊥τ,e are a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the ideal they generate in
k〈X∗〉.
As a corollary, we obtain






the dual of which may be taken to be the set of Tate variables in a minimal Tate resolution of k over
R(τ, e)m.
Proof. This follows immediately by direct application of Theorem 5.4.9 from [BKLM99],
by the isomorphisms in Section 5.1, and by Remark 5.3.1.
Applying the noncommutative version of Macaulay’s Basis Theorem (see, for exam-
ple, Proposition 14.1.11 in [BFKR15]), we also obtain a basis for the universal enveloping
algebra R⊥τ .
Corollary 5.5.3. The images of elements of k〈X∗〉 that are Q⊥τ,e-reduced super-Lyndon-Shirshov
monomials form a k-basis for R(τ, e)⊥.
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Example 5.5.4. We find explicit Tate variables within the dual Priddy complex for the
acyclic closure of k over the ring
R(2, e) =
k[x0, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]
(x2x3 − x0x4, x3x5 − x0x6, x4x5 − x2x6)
.
Using bracket notation [a, b] = ab − (−1)|a||b|ba, the set Q⊥2,e consists of the following
elements:
[z0, z0], [z0, z2], [z0, z3], [z0, z5], [z2, z2], [z2, z4], [z2, z5], [z3, z3]
[z3, z4], [z3, z6], [z4, z4], [z4, z6], [z5, z5], [z5, z6], [z6, z6]
[z0, z4] + [z2, z3], [z0, z6] + [z3, z5], [z2, z6] + [z4, z5].
We then obtain the Q⊥2,e-reduced super-Lyndon-Shirshov Lie monomials
z0, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6
[z2, z3], [z3, z5], [z4, z5]
[z2, [z3, z5]], [[z3, z5], z4]
[z2[z3, z5]], z3], [z2, [[z3, z5], z4], [[z3, z5], [z4, z5]]
...
which form a basis for L(2, e). The dual basis corresponds to the Tate variables in an
acyclic closure by Corollary 5.5.2.
We now note some things that are useful in the proof of Theorem 5.5.1, where we
show that the set Q⊥τ is a Gröbner-Shirshov basis for the ideal it generates in k〈X∗〉. We
carefully examine the elements of Q⊥τ by relating them to previously stated information
about the tn and the indices jn which appear in the tn.
We recall for easy reference information about Q⊥τ,e in the following remark.
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Remark 5.5.5. We recall that
Q⊥τ,e = {ab + ba, c2, dg + gd + e f + f e | a, b, c, d, e, f , g ∈ X∗ are as below}
= {[a, b], 1
2
[c, c], [d, g] + [e, f ] | a, b, c, d, e, f , g ∈ X∗ are as below}
where
• a > b and d > e > f > g,
• ab 6= dg and ab 6= e f for any tn = d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗, and
• d∗g∗ − e∗ f ∗ = tn for some 1 ≤ n ≤ τ + 1.
We use zn = x∗n, so that k〈X∗〉 = k〈z0, z2, z3, . . . , zτ+4〉. Then more particularly, since
t1 = x2x3 − xj1 x4
ti = xi+1xi+3 − xji xi+4
ti+1 = xi+2xi+3 − xji+1 xi+4,
for even i, 2 ≤ i ≤ τ, we see that
{a, b} /∈ {{zji , zi+4}, {zi+1, zi+3}, {zji+1 , zi+4}, {zi+2, zi+3}}
and
{d, e, f , g} ∈ {{zji , zi+1, zi+3, zi+4}, {zji+1 , zi+2, zi+3, zi+4}}.
Remark 5.5.6. We sometimes refer to pairs {a, b} above as anticommuting pairs or say that
a anticommutes with b (or vice versa), since the image of ab + ba is 0 in R(τ, e)⊥. For the
purpose of the proof, the reader should understand that for a > b, {a, b} is an anticom-
muting pair if and only if [a, b] is an element of Q⊥τ,e.
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We recall and expand upon properties the jn below, for use in the proof of Theo-
rem 5.5.1.
Remark 5.5.7 (Remark 3.1.10 recalled). We recall Remark 3.1.10 verbatim here for use in
the remarks below. From the proof of Lemma 3.1.8, we note that j2 = 0, j3 = 2, and that
for even i ≥ 4, we have the following:
ei/2+1 = 0 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−2 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i− 1
ei/2+1 = 1 ⇐⇒ ji = ji−1 ⇐⇒ ji+1 = i.
For the sake of later proofs, we extend the notion of jn naturally to t1 = x2x3 − x0x4 and
say that j1 = 0, and note the following properties of the jn for 1 ≤ n ≤ τ + 1:
• For even i, ji ∈ {ji−2, ji−1} and ji ≤ i− 2. For i = 2, j2 = j1 = 0, and for i ≥ 4, this is
clear from Proposition 3.1.8 and the above statement, since ei/2+1 ∈ {0, 1}.
• For even i, we have ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i}. For i = 0, j1 = 0 ∈ {−1, 0}, and for i ≥ 2, this
follows from Proposition 3.1.8.
• For even i, ji < ji+1. Indeed, ji ≤ i− 2 < ji+1.
• The ji+1 form an increasing sequence for even i. This is clear since ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i}
for i ≥ 0.
• The ji form a non-decreasing sequence for even i. Indeed, for i ≥ 4, either ji = ji−2
or ji = ji−1 ≥ i− 3 > i− 4 ≥ ji−2.
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Remark 5.5.8. We note a few anticommutativity properties illuminated by Remark 5.5.5,
which will aid in the following proof. We recall for the reader that {a, b} is an anticom-
muting pair (a anticommutes with b) if and only if [a, b] is an element of Q⊥τ,e. See Re-
mark 5.5.6.
• If m < i + 1 for even i ≥ 2, then {zm, zi+1} is an anticommuting pair unless we have
m ∈ {i− 1, i}. In particular, zji+1 never anticommutes with zi+1, since ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i}
by Remark 3.1.10.
• If m < i for even i ≥ 2, then zm anticommutes with zi unless m ∈ {ji−4, ji−3}. This
is true for i ≥ 4 and vacuously true for i = 2. In particular zji never anticommutes
with zi+2, since for i = 2 we have zj2 = z0 does not anticommute with z4 and for
i ≥ 4 we have ji ∈ {ji−2, ji−1} by Remark 3.1.10, neither of which anticommute with
zi+2.
• The variable zji always anticommutes with zji+1 . Indeed, zj2 = z0 anticommutes
with zj3 = z2 by the above statement. For i ≥ 4, if ji+1 = i− 1, then ji = ji−2 ≤ i− 4
by Remark 3.1.10, so that zji anticommutes with zi−1 = zji+1 . On the other hand, if
ji+1 = i, then ji = ji−1 > ji−3 > ji−4 by the same remark, so that zji anticommutes
with zi = zji+1 .
• For [d, g] + [e, f ] described in Remark 5.5.5, d and g always anticommute with e and
f , but neither of the pairs {d, g} or {e, f } is an anticommuting pair. Indeed, when
d = zji , we know ji ≤ i− 2, so ji /∈ {i− 1, i, i + 1, i + 2}. Then d = zji anticommutes
with e = zi+1 and f = zi+3. Similarly, when d = zji+1 , we know ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i} and
ji−2, ji−1 < i− 1, so d = zji+1 anticommutes with e = zi+2 and f = zi+3. Lastly, since
ji, ji+1 < i + 1, g = zi+4 anticommutes with e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2} and f = zi+3.
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Remark 5.5.9. We also note a few further properties of the jn which will be useful in the
following proof.
• If ji+2n+1 ∈ {i− 1, i}, then n = 0. This is clear due to Remark 3.1.10.
• If ji+2n ∈ {i− 1, i}, then ji+1 = ji+2 and for even subscripts,
ji+2 = ji+4 = · · · = ji+2n.
Indeed, because 0 = j1 = j2 and for even m ≥ 4 all jm are defined recursively in
a nondecreasing sequence by Remark 3.1.10, we see that each jm for even m comes
from an earlier (odd-indexed) jm−2k+1 for some k. Such a jm−2k+1 is unique by the
previous statement.
• For n ≥ 2, if ji+2n ∈ {ji, ji+1}, then
ji+2 = ji+4 = · · · = ji+2n.
Indeed, if ji+2n = ji+1, this follows directly from the previous statement, since we
know ji+1 ∈ {i− 1, i} by Remark 3.1.10. If ji+2n = ji, we have what we need by the
nondecreasing nature of the even-indexed j’s.
• If ji+2n+1 ∈ {ji, ji+1} for some n ≥ 0, then n = 0. This is clear due to the fact that for
n > 0, we have ji < ji+1 < ji+2n+1 by Remark 3.1.10.
• For d ∈ {zji , zji+1} and e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2} such that [d, g]+ [e, f ] is one of our generators,
we have d = zji+2 if and only if e = zji+3 . Indeed, for i = 0 we have d = zj1 = zj2 = 0
and e = zj3 = 2 by Remark 3.1.10. For i ≥ 2, this follows directly from the same
remark, since zji+2 = zji if and only if zji+3 = zi+1 and since zji+2 = zji+1 if and only if
zji+3 = zi+2. We have what we need because d = zji if and only if e = zi+1, and also
d = zji+1 if and only if e = zi+2.
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Proof of Theorem 5.5.1. As stated before, we need only concern ourselves with showing
that compositions of intersection between elements of Q⊥τ,e are equivalent to zero mod-
ulo (Q⊥τ,e, c) for all noncommutative monomials c in k〈X∗〉 = k〈z0, z2, z3, . . . , zτ+4〉. We
note that there is no ambiguity for what c is in our case, since our generators overlap
nontrivially in only one way, so we choose to use (noncommutative) S-polynomial no-
tation Su,v := (u, v)c and omit notation for c. We show that for each Su,v, we have
Su,v := Su,v − ∑ aiqibi = 0 for qi ∈ Q⊥τ,e and ai, bi monomials in k〈z0, z2, z3, . . . , zτ+4〉.
Since we reduce by leading terms of the qi, in each case the leading term of aiqibi is less
than c, so that we obtain Su,v ≡ 0 mod (Q⊥τ,e, c), as desired.
We arrange cases 1-5 by noncommutative S-polynomials arising from pairs of different
types of generators for our ideal. We only need to consider pairs whose leading terms l1
and l2 have l1u = vl2 with |LT(l1)| > |v|. Since the leading terms of our generators all
have degree two, we see |u| = |v| = 1 in each case. Cases that are split into "a" and "b"
are non-symmetric. For the sake of space and readability, we do not do a lead-reduction
(though at each step we reduce by leading terms of the qi) but show nonetheless that each
S-polynomial reduces to Su,v = 0 as stated above, and hence, that the generators given
are a Gröbner-Shirshov basis.
Case 1a: We show that S[a,a],[a,b] = 0, where a > b are variables such that a and b anticom-





ab + ba = [a, b]
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in our reduction. We have
S[a,a],[a,b] = ([a, a])
b
2
− a([a, b]) = −aba.
Adding (ab + ba)a yields ba2, and adding −b(a2) yields S[a,a],[a,b] = 0.
Case 1b: We show that S[a,b],[b,b] = 0, where a > b are variables such that a and b anticom-
mute, so that [a, b] and [b, b] are two of our generators for Q⊥τ,e. We use the generators





in our reduction. We have
S[a,b],[b,b] = ([a, b])b−
a
2
([b, b]) = bab.
Adding −b(ab + ba) yields −b2a, and adding (b2)a yields S[a,b],[b,b] = 0.
Case 2a: We show that S[d,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0, where d > e > f > g are variables such that
[d, g] + [e, f ] is one of our generators for Q⊥τ,e. Since d anticommutes with e and f by





de + ed = [d, e]
d f + f d = [d, f ]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
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in our reduction. We have
S[d,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = ([d, d])
g
2
− d([d, g] + [e, f ]) = −de f − dgd− d f e.
Adding (de + ed) f yields
−d f e− dgd + ed f ,
adding (d f + f d)e yields
−dgd + ed f + f de,
adding (dg + gd + e f + f e)d yields
ed f + f de + gd2 + e f d + f ed,
and finally, adding − e(d f + f d)− f (de + ed)− g(d2) yields S[d,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0.
Case 2b: We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,g] = 0, where d > e > f > g are variables such that
[d, g] + [e, f ] is one of our generators for Q⊥τ,e. Since g anticommutes with e and f by





eg + ge = [e, g]
f g + g f = [ f , g]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,g] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])g−
d
2
([g, g]) = gdg + e f g + f eg.
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Adding −e( f g + g f ) yields
−eg f + gdg + f eg,
adding − f (eg + ge) yields
−eg f + gdg− f ge,
adding −g(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
−eg f − f ge− g2d− ge f − g f e,
and finally, adding (eg + ge) f + g2d + ( f g + g f )e yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,g] = 0.
Case 3: We show that S[a,b],[b,c] = 0, where a > b > c are variables such that a anticom-
mutes with b and b anticommutes with c, so that [a, b] and [b, c] are two of our generators
for Q⊥τ,e.
Claim: If a does not anticommute with c, then a = d and c = g for one of our generators
[d, g] + [e, f ] with d > e > f > g and either
• b ∈ {e, f } for the same generator, or
• b > e and b anticommutes with both e and f .
Proof of claim:
Suppose a does not anticommute with c. Then
{a, c} ∈ {{zji , zi+4}, {zi+1, zi+3}, {zji+1 , zi+4}, {zi+2, zi+3}}
for some even i, so that
{a, b, c} ∈ {{zji , zm, zi+4}, {zji+1 , zn, zi+4},
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since a > b > c and zi+2 does not anticommute with zi+3. This proves the first part of the
claim, that (a = d and c = g).
We first show that either zm ∈ {zi+1, zi+3} or both m < i + 1 (so zm > zi+1) and zm
anticommutes with zi+1 and zi+3, which proves the claim for {a, b, c} = {zji , zm, zi+4}.
Suppose m /∈ {i + 1, i + 3}. If zm does not anticommute with one of zi+1 or zi+3, then
since m < i + 4, we have m ∈ {i − 1, i, i + 2} by Remark 5.5.8. By the same remark, we
have m 6= i + 2, since zi+2 does not anticommute with zji and zm does.
If m = i − 1, then i ≥ 4, and since zm anticommutes with zi+4 but zji+1 does not
for ji+1 ∈ {i − 1, i}, we must have ji+1 = i and ji = ji−1, which is in {i − 3, i − 2} by
Remark 3.1.10. This is a contradiction since a = zji anticommutes with b = zm but neither
zi−3 nor zi−2 anticommutes with zi−1.
If m = i, then either i = 2 or i ≥ 4. It is impossible to have m = i = 2, since z2 = zj3
and does not anticommute with z6. If i ≥ 4, then since b = zm anticommutes with c = zi+4
and zji+1 does not, we must have ji+1 = i − 1 and ji = ji−2 by Remark 3.1.10, but this is
a contradiction since a = zji anticommutes with b = zm but zji−2 does not anticommute
with with zi by Remark 5.5.8.
Since m < i + 4, we conclude that if m /∈ {i + 1, i + 3}, then zm anticommutes with
both zi+1 and zi+3 and m < i + 1.
Now we show that either zn ∈ {zi+2, zi+3} or both n < i + 2 and zn anticommutes
with zi+2 and zi+3, which proves the claim for {a, b, c} = {zji+1 , zn, zi+4}. Suppose
n /∈ {i+ 2, i+ 3}. If zn does not anticommute with one of zi+2 or zi+3, then since n < i+ 4,
we have n ∈ {ji−2, ji−1, zi+1} by Remark 5.5.8. By the same remark, we have n 6= i + 1,
since zi+1 does not anticommute with zji+1 and b = zn does. By Remark 3.1.10, we also
have ji−2 ≤ i− 4 < ji+1 < n and ji−1 < ji+1 < n, so that n /∈ {ji−2, ji−1}. Since n < i + 4,
We conclude that if n /∈ {i + 2, i + 3}, then zn anticommutes with both zi+2 and zi+3 and
n < i + 2.
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Case 3.1: In this subcase, we show that S[a,b],[b,c] = 0 when a anticommutes
with c. We use the generators
ab + ba = [a, b]
ac + ca = [a, c]
bc + cb = [b, c]
in our reduction. We have
S[a,b],[b,c] = ([a, b])c− a([b, c]) = −acb + bac.
Adding (ac + ca)b yields
bac + cab,
adding −b(ac + ca) yields
−bca + cab,
adding (bc + cb)a yields
cab + cba,
and finally, adding −c(ab + ba) yields S[a,b],[b,c] = 0.
Case 3.2: In this subcase, we show that S[a,b],[b,c] = 0 when a and c do not
anticommute, that is, by the claim, when a = d and c = g for one of our
generators [d, g] + [e, f ] with d > e > f > g and either b ∈ {e, f } for the
same generator or b > e and b anticommutes with both e and f . We use the
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generators
ab + ba = [a, b]
bc + cb = [b, c]
ac + ca + e f + f e = [a, c] + [e, f ]
to begin our reduction.
S[a,b],[b,c] = ([a, b])c− a([b, c]) = bac− acb.
Adding (ac + ca + e f + f e)b yields
bac + cab + e f b + f eb,
adding −b(ac + ca + e f + f e) yields
cab + e f b + f eb− bca− be f − b f e,
adding (bc + cb)a yields
cab + e f b + f eb− be f − b f e + cba,
and adding −c(ab + ba) yields
e f b + f eb− be f − b f e.






to continue our reduction. We have
e f b + f eb− be f − b f e = f e2 − e2 f ,
so that adding − f (e2) and (e2) f yields S[a,b],[b,c] = 0.




[ f , f ]
to continue our reduction. We have
e f b + f eb− be f − b f e = e f 2 − f 2e,
so that adding −e( f 2) and ( f 2)e yields S[a,b],[b,c] = 0.
Case 3.2.3: If b > e and b anticommutes with e and f , we use the
generators
be + eb = [b, e]
b f + f b = [b, f ]
to continue our reduction. We have
e f b + f eb− be f − b f e.
Adding (be + eb) f yields
e f b + f eb− b f e + eb f ,
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adding (b f + f b)e yields
e f b + f eb + eb f + f be,
and finally, adding−e(b f + f b) and− f (be+ eb) yields S[a,b],[b,c] = 0.
Case 4a: We show that S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0, where a > d > e > f > g are variables such
that a anticommutes with d so that [a, d] and [d, g] + [e, f ] are two of our generators for
Q⊥τ,e.
Claim: If a does not anticommute with at least one of e, f , and g, then for some even i,
{d, e, f , g} = {zji+1 , zi+2, zi+3, zi+4}
and a = zji .
Proof of claim: If we have {d, e, f , g} = {zji , zi+1, zi+3, zi+4} for some even i, we know
that ji ≤ i− 2 < ji+1 by Remark 3.1.10. Then if a = zn with n < ji, Remark 5.5.8 tells us
that zn anticommutes with e, f , and g. Then suppose {d, e, f , g} = {zji+1 , zi+2, zi+3, zi+4}.
We know ji+1 ≤ i by Remark 3.1.10, so if n < ji+1 such that zn does not anticommute
with at least one of e, f , and g, we must have n ∈ {ji−2, ji−1, ji} by Remark 5.5.8. If i = 2,
n = j1 = j2 = 0 and a = zji , so suppose i ≥ 4. We know then that ji ∈ {ji−2, ji−1}. If
d = zji+1 = zi−1, then a = zji = zji−2 by Remark 3.1.10, since zji−1 does not anticommute
with d = zi−1 by Remark 5.5.8. If d = zji+1 = zi, then a = zji = zji−1 by Remark 3.1.10,
since zji−2 does not anticommute with d = zi by Remark 5.5.8.
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Case 4a.1: In this subcase, we show that S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0 when a anticom-
mutes with e, f , and g. We use the generators
ae + ea = [a, e]
a f + f a = [a, f ]
ag + ga = [a, g]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
in our reduction. We have
S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = ([a, d])g− a([d, g] + [e, f ]) = dag− agd− ae f − a f e.
Adding (a f + f a)e yields
dag− agd− ae f + f ae,
adding (ag + ga)d yields
dag + gad− ae f + f ae,
adding −d(ag + ga) yields
−dga + gad− ae f + f ae,
adding (ae + ea) f yields
−dga + gad + ea f + f ae,
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adding (dg + gd + e f + f e)a yields
gad + ea f + f ae + gda + e f a + f ea,
and finally, adding −g(ad + da)− e(a f + f a)− f (ae + ea) yields
S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0.
Case 4a.2: We show that S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0 when
{d, e, f , g} = {zji+1 , zi+2, zi+3, zi+4}






Since a = ji ≤ i − 2 by Remark 3.1.10, a anticommutes with zi+3 = f by
Remark 5.5.8. By the same remark, since ji+1 ∈ {i − 1, i}, d anticommutes
with f . We know a anticommutes with d by assumption. When a = zji = zji−2 ,
d = zji+1 = i− 1, so that
ae + ea + dzi+1 + zi+1d
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is one of our generators. When a = zji = zji−1 , d = zji+1 = i, so that
ae + ea + dzi+1 + zi+1d
is one of our generators. In either case, we have the same generator, so we use
the generators
a f + f a = [a, f ]
d f + f d = [d, f ]
ad + da = [a, d]
ae + ea + dzi+1 + zi+1d = [a, e] + [d, zi+1]
ag + ga + zi+1 f + f zi+1 = [a, g] + [zi+1, f ]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ].
in our reduction. We have
S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = ([a, d])g− a([d, g] + [e, f ]) = dag− agd− ae f − a f e.
Adding (a f + f a)e yields
dag− agd− ae f + f ae,
adding (ae + ea + dzi+1 + zi+1d) f yields
dag− agd + f ae + ea f + dzi+1 f + zi+1d f ,
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adding (ag + ga + zi+1 f + f zi+1)d yields
dag + f ae + ea f + dzi+1 f + zi+1d f + gad + zi+1 f d + f zi+1d,
adding −e(a f + f a) yields
dag + f ae− e f a + dzi+1 f + zi+1d f + gad + zi+1 f d + f zi+1d,
adding −zi+1(d f + f d) yields
dag + f ae− e f a + dzi+1 f + gad + f zi+1d,
adding −g(ad + da) yields
dag + f ae− e f a + dzi+1 f − gda + f zi+1d,
adding −d(ag + ga + zi+1 f + f zi+1) yields
f ae− e f a− gda + f zi+1d− dga− d f zi+1,
adding − f (ae + ea + dzi+1 + zi+1d) yields
−e f a− gda− dga− d f zi+1 − f ea− f dzi+1,
and finally, adding (dg + gd + e f + f e)a + (d f + f d)zi+1 yields
S[a,d],[d,g]+[e, f ] = 0.
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Case 4b: We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0, where d > e > f > g > b are variables such
that g anticommutes with b so that [g, b] and [d, g] + [e, f ] are two of our generators for
Q⊥τ,e. Let
{d, e, f , g} ∈ {{zji , zi+1, zi+3, zi+4}, {zji+1 , zi+2, zi+3, zi+4}}
for some even i.
Claim: If b does not anticommute with at least one of d, e, and f , then at least one of d, e,
and f is in the set {zji+2n−4 , zji+2n−3} for some n > 2. Furthermore, then b = xi+2n and
d 6= zji+2n−3 .
Proof of claim: If b = zi+2n+1 for some n > 1 such that b does not anticommute with at
least one of d, e, and f , then b = zi+5 by Remark 5.5.8, but then b does not anticommute
with g = zi+4, and this is a contradiction. We conclude since g > b that b = zi+2n for
some n > 2, and hence that at least one of d, e, and f is in the set {zji+2n−4 , zji+2n−3} by
Remark 5.5.8. If d = zji+2n−3 , then by Remark 5.5.9, since d ∈ {xji , xji+1}, we have n = 2,
but this is a contradiction.
Case 4b.1: We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0 when b anticommutes with d, e,
and f . We use the generators
db + bd = [d, b]
eb + be = [e, b]
f b + b f = [ f , b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
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in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d([g, b]),
which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding −g(db + bd) yields
e f b + f eb− dbg− gbd,
adding −e( f b + b f ) yields
f eb− dbg− gbd− eb f ,
adding − f (eb + be) yields
− f be− dbg− gbd− eb f ,
adding (db + bd)g yields
− f be + bdg− gbd− eb f ,
adding (gb + bg)d yields
− f be + bdg + bgd− eb f ,
adding (eb + be) f yields
− f be + bdg + bgd + be f ,
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adding ( f b + b f )e yields
b f e + bdg + bgd + be f ,
and finally, adding −b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
For the next four subcases, we assume b does not anticommute with at least
one of d, e, and f , which by the claim is in the set {xji+2n−4 , xji+2n−3}
Case 4b.2: In this subcase, we show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0 when e = zji+2n−4 .
Since
e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2},
writing i + 2n− 4 = (i + 2) + 2(n− 3) gives
e = ji+3 = ji+4 = ji+6 = · · · = ji+2n−4
by Remark 5.5.9. Since ji+4 = ji+3, ji+5 = i + 4, so that zi+2n 6= zi+8, since
zi+8 does not anticommute with ji+5 by Remark 5.5.8, but b = zi+2n does
anticommute with g = zi+4 by assumption. Then in fact n ≥ 5, so that
ji+2n−4 = ji+2n−6 and ji+2n−3 = i + 2n− 5. We have g > zi+2n−5 > b with
d ∈ {zji , zji+1}
e = zji+3 = zji+4 = zji+6 = · · · = zji+2n−4
f = zi+3




Then the only two variables with indices smaller than i + 2n that b does not
anticommute with are e and zi+2n−5 for n ≥ 5, so b anticommutes with d and
f . Furthermore, since n > 4, we have that i + 3 < i + 2n − 5, which means
that f = zi+3 anticommutes with both zi+2n−3 and zi+2n−1. We then use the
generators
db + bd = [d, b]
f b + b f = [ f , b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
f zi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3 f = [ f , zi+2n−3]
f zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1 f = [ f , zi+2n−1]
eb + be + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 = [e, b] + [zi+2n−3, zi+2n−1]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d([g, b]),
which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding −g(db + bd) yields
e f b + f eb− dbg− gbd,
adding −e( f b + b f ) yields
f eb− dbg− gbd− eb f ,
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adding − f (eb + be + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3) yields
−dbg− gbd− eb f − f be− f zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − f zi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (db + bd)g yields
−gbd− eb f − f be− f zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − f zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 + bdg,
adding (gb + bg)d yields
−eb f − f be− f zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − f zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 + bdg + bgd,
adding ( f b + b f )e yields
−eb f + b f e− f zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − f zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 + bdg + bgd,
adding ( f zi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3 f )zi+2n−1 yields
−eb f + b f e + zi+2n−3 f zi+2n−1 − f zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 + bdg + bgd,
adding ( f zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1 f )zi+2n−3 yields
−eb f + b f e + zi+2n−3 f zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1 f zi+2n−3 + bdg + bgd,
adding −b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
−eb f + zi+2n−3 f zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1 f zi+2n−3 − be f ,
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adding (eb + be + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3) f yields
zi+2n−3 f zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1 f zi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 f + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 f ,
and finally, adding
−zi+2n−3( f zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1 f )− zi+2n−1( f zi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3 f )
yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
Case 4b.3 : We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0 when e = zji+2n−3 . Since
e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2}
for some even i, writing i + 2n − 3 = i + 2 + 2(n − 3) + 1 gives n = 3 and
e = xji+3 by Remark 5.5.9, so that b = zi+6 by the claim at the beginning of






We see that b anticommutes with f = zi+3 by Remark 5.5.8. We recall by
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assumption that g anticommutes with b and by Remark 5.5.8 that f anticom-
mutes with g. We use the generators
f b + b f = [ f , b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
f g + g f = [ f , g]
db + bd + f zi+5 + zi+5 f = [d, b] + [ f , zi+5]
eb + be + gzi+5 + zi+5g = [e, b] + [g, zi+5]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d([g, b]),
which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding −e( f b + b f ) yields
gdb + f eb− dbg− eb f ,
adding −g(db + bd + f zi+5 + zi+5 f ) yields
f eb− dbg− eb f − gbd− g f zi+5 − gzi+5 f ,
adding − f (eb + be + gzi+5 + zi+5g) yields
−dbg− eb f − gbd− g f zi+5 − gzi+5 f − f be− f gzi+5 − f zi+5g,
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adding (gb + bg)d yields
−dbg− eb f + bgd− g f zi+5 − gzi+5 f − f be− f gzi+5 − f zi+5g,
adding ( f b + b f )e yields
−dbg− eb f + bgd− g f zi+5 − gzi+5 f + b f e− f gzi+5 − f zi+5g,
adding ( f g + g f )zi+5 yields
−dbg− eb f + bgd− gzi+5 f + b f e− f zi+5g,
adding (db + bd + f zi+5 + zi+5 f )g yields
−eb f + bgd− gzi+5 f + b f e + bdg + zi+5 f g,
adding (eb + be + gzi+5 + zi+5g) f yields
bgd + b f e + bdg + zi+5 f g + be f + zi+5g f ,
and finally, adding −zi+5( f g + g f )− b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
Case 4b.4: We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0 when f = zi+3 = zji+2n−4 . Then
writing i + 2n− 4 = (i + 4 + 2(n− 4), we get
i + 3 = ji+5 = ji+6 = ji+8 = · · · = ji+2n−4
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for n ≥ 5 by Remark 5.5.9. We have
d = zji+2
e = zji+3
f = zi+3 = zji+5 = zji+6 = zji+8 = · · · = zji+2n−4
g = zi+4
b = zi+2n.
The only two variables with indices smaller than i + 2n that b does not an-
ticommute with are zi+3 and zji+2n−3 ∈ {zi+2n−5, zi+2n−4} for n ≥ 5 by Re-
mark 5.5.8, so that b anticommutes with d and e. We know g anticommutes
with b by assumption, and since n ≥ 5, we have that i + 1, i + 2 < i + 2n− 5,
which means e anticommutes with both zi+2n−3 and zi+2n−1. We use the gen-
erators
db + bd = [d, b]
eb + be = [e, b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
ezi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1e = [e, zi+2n−1]
ezi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3e = [e, zi+2n−3]
f b + b f + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 = [ f , b] + [zi+2n−3, zi+2n−1]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d([g, b]),
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which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding −g(db + bd) yields
e f b + f eb− dbg− gbd,
adding − f (eb + be) yields
e f b− dbg− gbd− f be,
adding −e( f b + b f + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3) yields
−dbg− gbd− f be− eb f − ezi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − ezi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (db + bd)g yields
bdg− gbd− f be− eb f − ezi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − ezi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (gb + bg)d yields
bdg + bgd− f be− eb f − ezi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − ezi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (eb + be) f yields
bdg + bgd− f be + be f − ezi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − ezi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (ezi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3e)zi+2n−1 yields
bdg + bgd− f be + be f + zi+2n−3ezi+2n−1 − ezi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
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adding (ezi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1e)zi+2n−3 yields
bdg + bgd− f be + be f + zi+2n−3ezi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1ezi+2n−3,
adding −b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
− f be + zi+2n−3ezi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1ezi+2n−3 − b f e,
adding ( f b + b f + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3)e yields
zi+2n−3ezi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1ezi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1e + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3e,
and finally, adding
−zi+2n−3(ezi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1e)− zi+2n−1(ezi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3e)
yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
Case 4b.5: We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0 when f = zi+3 = zji+2n−3 . By
Remark 5.5.9, writing i + 2n− 3 = (i + 4) + 2(n− 4) + 1, one has n = 4 and
zi+3 = zji+5 , so by the claim at the beginning of Case 4b, one has b = zi+8.
Then by Remark 3.1.10 (since ji+5 = i + 3), zji+4 = zji+2 .
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Case 4b.5.1: If zji+2 6= d, we have by Remark 5.5.9 that e 6= zji+3 , so
that
d 6= zji+4 = zji+2
e 6= zji+3
f = zi+3 = zji+5
g = zi+4
b = zi+8.
Then the only two variables with indices smaller than i + 8 that b
does not anticommute with are f and zji+2 and the only two variables
with indices smaller than i + 6 that zi+6 does not anticommute with
are zji+3 and zji+4 . Since zji+3 , e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2} and zji+2 , d ∈ {zji , zji+1},
and ji, ji+1 ≤ i by Remark 3.1.10, we see that e 6= zji+2 = zji+4 and
d 6= zji+3 , so that both d and e anticommute with both b and zi+6.
We also know g = zi+4 anticommutes with b by assumption, and
e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2} and g anticommute with zi+7 by Remark 5.5.8. We
use the generators
eb + be = [e, b]
db + bd = [d, b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
ezi+6 + zi+6e = [e, zi+6]
ezi+7 + zi+7e = [e, zi+7]
f b + b f + zi+6zi+7 + zi+7zi+6 = [ f , b] + [zi+6, zi+7]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
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in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d([g, b]),
which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding − f (eb + be) yields
gdb + e f b− f be− dbg,
adding −g(db + bd) yields
−gbd + e f b− f be− dbg,
adding −e( f b + b f + zi+6zi+7 + zi+7zi+6) yields
−gbd− f be− dbg− eb f − ezi+6zi+7 − ezi+7zi+6,
adding (gb + bg)d yields
bgd− f be− dbg− eb f − ezi+6zi+7 − ezi+7zi+6,
adding (db + bd)g yields
bgd− f be + bdg− eb f − ezi+6zi+7 − ezi+7zi+6,
adding (eb + be) f yields
bgd− f be + bdg + be f − ezi+6zi+7 − ezi+7zi+6,
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adding (ezi+6 + zi+6e)zi+7 yields
bgd− f be + bdg + be f + zi+6ezi+7 − ezi+7zi+6,
adding (ezi+7 + zi+7e)zi+6 yields
bgd− f be + bdg + be f + zi+6ezi+7 + zi+7ezi+6,
adding −b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
− f be + zi+6ezi+7 + zi+7ezi+6 − b f e,
adding ( f b + b f + zi+6zi+7 + zi+7zi+6)e yields
zi+6ezi+7 + zi+7ezi+6 + zi+6zi+7e + zi+7zi+6e,
and finally, adding
−zi+6(ezi+7 + zi+7e)− zi+7(ezi+6 + zi+6e)
yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
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Case 4b.5.2: If d = zji+2 , we have by Remark 5.5.9 that e = zji+3 , and
by Remark 3.1.10 (since ji+5 = i + 3), zji+4 = zji+2 , so that
d = zji+4 = zji+2
e = zji+3
f = zi+3 = zji+5
g = zi+4
b = zi+8.
Then the only two variables with indices smaller than i + 8 that b
does not anticommute with are f and d, so that b anticommutes with
e. We know g = zi+4 anticommutes with b by assumption, and g and
e ∈ {zi+1, zi+2} anticommute with zi+7 by Remark 5.5.8. We use the
generators
eb + be = [e, b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
gzi+7 + zi+7g = [g, zi+7]
ezi+7 + zi+7e = [e, zi+7]
db + bd + zi+5zi+7 + zi+7zi+5 = [d, b] + [zi+5, zi+7]
f b + b f + zi+6zi+7 + zi+7zi+6 = [ f , b] + [zi+6, zi+7]
ezi+6 + zi+6e + gzi+5 + zi+5g = [e, zi+6] + [g, zi+5]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
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in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d([g, b]),
which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding (db + bd + zi+5zi+7 + zi+7zi+5)g yields
gdb + e f b + f eb + bdg + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g,
adding − f (eb + be) yields
gdb + e f b− f be + bdg + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g,
adding −b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
gdb + e f b− f be + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g− bgd− be f − b f e,
adding ( f b + b f + zi+6zi+7 + zi+7zi+6)e yields
gdb + e f b + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g
−bgd− be f + zi+6zi+7e + zi+7zi+6e,
adding −g(db + bd + zi+5zi+7 + zi+7zi+5) yields
e f b + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g− bgd− be f + zi+6zi+7e
+zi+7zi+6e− gbd− gzi+5zi+7 − gzi+7zi+5,
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adding (gb + bg)d yields
e f b + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g− be f + zi+6zi+7e
+zi+7zi+6e− gzi+5zi+7 − gzi+7zi+5,
adding (gzi+7 + zi+7g)zi+5 yields
e f b + zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g− be f + zi+6zi+7e
+zi+7zi+6e− gzi+5zi+7 + zi+7gzi+5,
adding −e( f b + b f + zi+6zi+7 + zi+7zi+6) yields
zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g− be f + zi+6zi+7e + zi+7zi+6e
−gzi+5zi+7 + zi+7gzi+5 − eb f − ezi+6zi+7 − ezi+7zi+6,
adding (ezi+7 + zi+7e)zi+6 yields
zi+5zi+7g + zi+7zi+5g− be f + zi+6zi+7e + zi+7zi+6e
−gzi+5zi+7 + zi+7gzi+5 − eb f − ezi+6zi+7 + zi+7ezi+6,
adding −zi+7(ezi+6 + zi+6e + gzi+5 + zi+5g) yields
zi+5zi+7g− be f + zi+6zi+7e− gzi+5zi+7 − eb f − ezi+6zi+7,
adding (eb + be) f yields
zi+5zi+7g + zi+6zi+7e− gzi+5zi+7 − ezi+6zi+7,
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adding (ezi+6 + zi+6e + gzi+5 + zi+5g)zi+7 yields
zi+5zi+7g + zi+6zi+7e + zi+6ezi+7 + zi+5gzi+7,
and finally, adding −zi+5(gzi+7 + zi+7g)− zi+6(ezi+7 + zi+7e) yields
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
Case 4b.6: In this subcase, we show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0 when d = zji+2n−4
for some n ≥ 3. If n = 3, we have d = zji+2 and e = zji+3 by Remark 5.5.9,
so we are done by Case 4b.3. If n = 4, since d = zji+4 ∈ {zji , zji+1} we have
d = zji+2 = zji+4 by Remark 5.5.9, so that zi+3 = zji+5 by Remark 3.1.10, and
then we are done by Case 4b.5. For n ≥ 5, since d = zji+4 and d ∈ {xji , xji+1},
Remark 5.5.9, we have d = zji+2 = zji+4 = · · · = zji+2n−4 . Thus by the same
remark, e = zji+3 . Since n ≥ 5, we also know by Remark 3.1.10 that (since
ji+2n−4 = ji+2n−6), ji+2n−3 = i + 2n− 5 with g > zi+2n−5 > b. Then we have






by Remark 5.5.9. Then b = zi+2n does not anticommute with d or with zi+2n−5,
but does anticommute with e, f , and g by Remark 5.5.8. Since n ≥ 5, we have
i + 4 < i + 2n − 5, so that g anticommutes with zi+2n−3 and zi+2n−1 by the
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same remark. We use the generators
f b + b f = [ f , b]
eb + be = [e, b]
gb + bg = [g, b]
gzi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3g = [g, zi+2n−3]
gzi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1g = [g, zi+2n−1]
db + bd + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3 = [d, b] + [zi+2n−3, zi+2n−1]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])b− d[g, b],
which expands to
gdb + e f b + f eb− dbg.
Adding −e( f b + b f ) yields
gdb− eb f + f eb− dbg,
adding − f (eb + be) yields
gdb− eb f − f be− dbg,
adding −g(db + bd + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3) yields
−eb f − f be− dbg− gbd− gzi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − gzi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
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adding (eb + be) f yields
+be f − f be− dbg− gbd− gzi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − gzi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding ( f b + b f )e yields
be f + b f e− dbg− gbd− gzi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − gzi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (gb + bg)d yields
be f + b f e− dbg + bgd− gzi+2n−3zi+2n−1 − gzi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (gzi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3g)zi+2n−1 yields
be f + b f e− dbg + bgd + zi+2n−3gzi+2n−1 − gzi+2n−1zi+2n−3,
adding (gzi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1g)zi+2n−3 yields
be f + b f e− dbg + bgd + zi+2n−3gzi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1gzi+2n−3,
adding −zi+2n−3(gzi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1g) yields
be f + b f e− dbg + bgd− zi+2n−3zi+2n−1g + zi+2n−1gzi+2n−3,
adding −zi+2n−1(gzi+2n−3 + zi+2n−3g) yields
be f + b f e− dbg + bgd− zi+2n−3zi+2n−1g− zi+2n−1zi+2n−3g,
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adding (db + bd + zi+2n−3zi+2n−1 + zi+2n−1zi+2n−3)g yields
be f + b f e + bgd + bdg,
and finally, adding −b(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,b] = 0.
Case 5: We show that S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,m]+[h,l] = 0, where d > e > f > g > h > l > m are
variables such that [g, m] + [h, l] and [d, g] + [e, f ] are two of our generators for Q⊥τ,e.
Claim: If d does not anticommute with at least one of h, l, and m or if m does not anticom-
mute with at least one of e and f then
{d, e, f , g, h, l, m} = {d, e, f , zi+4 = zji+5 , zi+6, zi+7, zi+8},
d = zji+2 , and e = zji+4 .
Proof of Claim: Without loss of generality, by the form of the generators for Q⊥τ,e, we have
g = zi+4 ∈ {zji+2n−4 , zji+2n−3} and m = zi+2n for some n ≥ 4, since i + 4 ≤ i + 2n− 4 by
Remark 3.1.10. If g = zi+4 = zji+2n−4 , since ji+2n−4 < ji+2n−3 by Remark 3.1.10, we have
d,e, f /∈ {zji+2n−4 , zji+2n−3}, so that d, e, and f anticommute with m by Remark 5.5.8. Also,
i + 3 ≤ i + 2n− 5 so that d anticommutes with h = zi+2n−3 and l = zi+2n−1 by the same
remark.
On the other hand, if zi+4 = zji+2n−3 , then n = 4 by Remark 5.5.9 and we are in the
case above. Since zi+4 = zji+5 , it follows that zji+4 = zji+3 by Remark 3.1.10. We know
d = zji+2 if and only if e = zji+3 = zji+4 by Remark 5.5.9, so suppose d 6= zji+2 and e 6= zji+4 .
Since ji, ji+1 ≤ i < ji+3, we see that d 6= xji+3 and that d anticommutes with h = zi+6
and l = zi+7 by Remark 5.5.8. Furthermore, since zji+4 ∈ {zji+2 , zji+3} by Remark 3.1.10
and d /∈ {zji+2 , zji+3}, we see d 6= zji+4 . In addition, we have e 6= zji+4 by assumption and
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f = zi+3 6= zji+4 since ji+4 ≤ i + 2 < i + 3 by Remark 3.1.10. Then since g = zji+5 , d, e and
f all anticommute with m by Remark 5.5.8.
Case 5.1: When d anticommutes with h, l, and m and when e and f anticom-
mute with m, we use the generators
dh + hd = [d, h]
dl + ld = [d, l]
dm + md = [d, m]
em + me = [e, m]
f m + m f = [ f , m]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
gm + mg + hl + lh = [g, m] + [h, l]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,m]+[h,l] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])m− d([g, m] + [h, l])
= −dhl + gdm + e f m + f em− dmg− dlh.
Adding (dh + hd)l yields
−dlh + gdm + e f m + f em− dmg + hdl,
adding (dl + ld)h yields
−dmg + gdm + e f m + f em + hdl + ldh,
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adding (dm + md)g yields
e f m + gdm + f em + hdl + ldh + mdg,
adding −e( f m + m f ) yields
−em f + gdm + f em + hdl + ldh + mdg,
adding −g(dm + md) yields
−em f − gmd + f em + hdl + ldh + mdg,
adding − f (em + me) yields
−em f − gmd− f me + hdl + ldh + mdg,
adding −h(dl + ld) yields
−em f − gmd− f me− hld + ldh + mdg,
adding −l(dh + hd) yields
−em f − gmd− f me− hld− lhd + mdg,
adding −m(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
−em f − gmd− f me− hld− lhd−mgd−me f −m f e,
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and finally, adding (em + me) f + ( f m + m f )e + (gm + mg + hl + lh)d yields
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,m]+[h,l] = 0.
Case 5.2: When d does not anticommute with one of h, l, and m, or one of e, f
does not anticommute with m, the claim yields that
{d, e, f , g, h, l, m} = {d, e, f , zi+4 = zji+5 , zi+6, zi+7, zi+8},
d = zji+2 , and e = zji+4 . By Remark 5.5.9, we have e = zji+3 and so
d = zji+2
e = zji+3 = zji+4
f = zi+3





Since d ∈ {zji , zji+1} with ji, ji+1 ≤ i by Remark 3.1.10, we see that d and f
anticommute with l and m by Remark 5.5.8. We use the generators
dl + ld = [d, l]
dm + md = [d, m]
f l + l f = [d, f ]
f m + m f = [ f , m]
dh + hd + f zi+5 + zi+5 f = [d, h] + [ f , zi+5]
em + me + zi+5l + lzi+5 = [e, m] + [zi+5, l]
dg + gd + e f + f e = [d, g] + [e, f ]
gm + mg + hl + lh = [g, m] + [h, l]
in our reduction. We have
S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,m]+[h,l] = ([d, g] + [e, f ])m− d([g, m] + [h, l])
= −dhl + gdm + e f m + f em− dmg− dlh.
Adding −g(dm + md) yields
−dhl − gmd + e f m + f em− dmg− dlh,
adding −e( f m + m f ) yields
−dhl − gmd− em f + f em− dmg− dlh,
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adding − f (em + me + zi+5l + lzi+5) yields
−dhl − gmd− em f − dmg− dlh− f me− f zi+5l − f lzi+5,
adding (dm + md)g yields
−dhl − gmd− em f + mdg− dlh− f me− f zi+5l − f lzi+5,
adding (dl + ld)h yields
−dhl − gmd− em f + mdg + ldh− f me− f zi+5l − f lzi+5,
adding ( f m + m f )e yields
−dhl − gmd− em f + mdg + ldh + m f e− f zi+5l − f lzi+5,
adding ( f l + l f )zi+5 yields
−dhl − gmd− em f + mdg + ldh + m f e− f zi+5l + l f zi+5,
adding (dh + hd + f zi+5 + zi+5 f )l yields
−gmd− em f + mdg + ldh + m f e + l f zi+5 + hdl + zi+5 f l,
adding (gm + mg + hl + lh)d yields
−em f + mdg + ldh + m f e + l f zi+5 + hdl + zi+5 f l + mgd + hld + lhd,
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adding −m(dg + gd + e f + f e) yields
−em f + ldh + l f zi+5 + hdl + zi+5 f l + hld + lhd−me f ,
adding (em + me + zi+5l + lzi+5) f yields
ldh + l f zi+5 + hdl + zi+5 f l + hld + lhd + zi+5l f + lzi+5 f ,
and finally, adding −h(dl + ld) − zi+5( f l + l f ) − l(dh + hd + f zi+5 + zi+5 f )
yields S[d,g]+[e, f ],[g,m]+[h,l] = 0.
This concludes our cases, so we see that our set is a stable set for all τ.
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6 Future Work
The work in this dissertation naturally leads to two sets of questions:
1) Could the family of toric rings from Chapter 3 be extended further, or could other
families be considered, to achieve results similar to those in Chapter 4?
• Could this family be extended to a larger family of chordal bipartite graphs,
perhaps coming from similar graphs joined by an edge or a single vertex, or
more generally, graphs that contain these graphs as subgraphs?
• Can we characterize the structures within a matrix (such as the ladder-like
structures Meτ introduced in Definition 3.1.1) that correspond to any chordal
bipartite graph in a way that extends our results?
• Does this family of chordal bipartite graphs generalize to a broader category
of graphs that are not necessarily chordal bipartite, but which have similar
properties?
• Are there other families of graphs that generalize in this way, to allow for a
broader categorization of some algebraic results?
2) What are the implications of the work done in Chapter 5 to obtain a correspondence
to the Tate variables?
• Is there a meaningful way to work with the Tate variables from Corollary 5.5.2
in the construction of the cotangent complex?
• Is there a way to generalize the work done in Chapter 5 to apply it to other
families of rings or graphs?
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